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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Rational Design of Lithium/Sodium Ion Battery Anode for  

High-Rate and High Capacity Energy Storage 

 

by 

 

Xianyang Li 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019 

Professor Yunfeng Lu, Chair 

 

The rapid increasing consumption of fossil fuels since the industrial revolution has brought 

about environmental and ecological contamination and its depletion, thus, humankind must stop 

to utilize more clean and renewable energy such as solar, hydraulic power, wind power as 

alternative. In this case, an effective and efficient medium is a must since those sorts of renewable 

energy are difficult to be stored and utilized in a standard way. As the invention and improvement 

of battery, electrical power come up to be the chosen solution. Therefore, electrical vehicles are 

already commercialized for a long time and growing up rapidly, grabbing the market share from 

traditional Inner Combustion Engine vehicles. Among the various battery chemistries, Lithium-

ion Batteries (LIBs) have acquire most of attention from both academia and industry. With a 

similar mechanism, Sodium-ion Batteries (SIBs) are acting as an alternative for LIBs for their low 

cost. 

However, the current battery performance cannot satisfy the market of electrical vehicle 

and consumer electronics, thus, energy density and power density as two of the crucial factors for 

battery performance must be enhanced. To address these issues, the anode of LIBs and SIBs need 
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to be improved. In this dissertation, novel ideas for anode materials design were given, towards 

not only the current anode modification, but next generation anode production as well.  

With a high theoretical capacity of 2595 mAh g-1 from alloy reaction, phosphorus is one 

of the most promising candidates as next generation anode material for lithium/sodium ion battery. 

Nonetheless, it is suffering volume expansion (300% for LIBs and 500% for SIBs) and low 

conductivity during cycling, leading to sacrificed robustness of the electrode. Herein, we 

developed an efficient and effective high energy ball milling route to crystalline phosphorus within 

carbon matrix as anode material for LIB and SIB. The special structure offers many advantages: 

enhanced the conductivity; shortened distance for Li+ or Na+ diffusion; buffered volumetric 

expansion and more stable structure. Benefitting from the merits, the composite delivers a capacity 

over 1000 mAh g-1 for about 300 cycles at a specific current of 1 A g-1. Both half-cell and full cell 

cycling test show an 80% retention around 300th cycle. More essentially, crystalline phosphorus 

can be still found after many cycles. As-prepared material also delivered a high sodium capacity 

over 700 mAh g-1 over 300 cycles.  

For increasing utilization in electrical vehicles, the limitation of power density has become 

a severe issue for LIBs. Therefore, LIBs with advanced high rate performance is highly desirable. 

A major issue for developing high rate battery is the performance of anode as their sluggish 

intercalation kinetics. Herein, we provide a new strategy for advanced performance LIB anode 

design and its demonstration. To fabricate anode with both high energy and power density, two 

different materials with each character respectively were mixed to achieve the goal, meanwhile, 

they need to have different charge and discharge plateaus. As the redox plateaus of these materials 

are different, the electrochemical interaction will occur when they are being charged or discharged 
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as composite, thus enhance the performance as anode for LIBs. Phosphorus-carbon composite and 

commercialized LTO were utilized to demonstrate this strategy.  

The current anode system in commercialized LIBs are difficult to be substituted in the near 

future because of their low charging potential which leads to a high energy density for full cell. In 

this case, the development of LIBs in EV are highly depends on modification of the current system 

in recent years. Therefore, we developed a new route for graphite anode improvement with the 

additive of Metal-organic Framework (MOF). With its special structure, open metal sites (OMS), 

MOF can immobilize the anion of electrolyte by forming coordination bond, thereby prevents the 

electrolyte from decomposition, so as to eliminate the byproduct and heat release. With these 

advantages from MOF additive, the graphite anode performance was improved a great deal 

especially fast discharging (full cell). And post-cycle characterization explores that MOF keeps 

higher crystallinity of graphite and lower down the decomposition of the electrolyte LiPF6.  
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1 Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Energy is always an essential topic for human beings as one of the main clues for human 

evolution is the capability to harvest and utilize energy. From the first industrial revolution, labor 

was substituted by machine in a large extent, thus fossil fuel was heavily exploited and consumed. 

The coming of the second industrial revolution came up with one of the best energy utilization 

ways for most of cases in people’s daily life, the electricity. However, as the energy source did not 

change a lot during last centuries, fossil fuel was still acting as the main energy source for the 

operation of human society. For the concern of environmental contamination and its depletion, 

fossil fuel is no longer the best energy source for people. In the meantime, techniques storing and 

utilizing renewable energies developed very fast, which would be dominated in the future.  

 

Figure 1-1 Shares of global primary energy consumption by fuel, including modern renewables used to 

generate electricity. 
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As shown in the report of BP Statistical Review of World Energy 20191, a clear trend of 

world energy consumption in this decade is the decline of oil and coal but growing up of renewable 

energy even though they are still a small portion. In terms of renewable energy, lots of options 

have come up in recent decades including hydraulic power, solar power, wind power and so on. 

However, direct utilization of these sorts of energy will lead to unimaginable complexity and 

plenty of diverse standards. Therefore, an effective and efficient energy storage system is in urgent 

need. Electricity, being a secondary energy, which can be converted from & to most of other kinds 

of energy, come up to be the best solution that connecting the renewables and the appliances. 

According to BP Statistical Review of World Energy 20191, electricity generation rose by 3.7% 

for 2018, among which, renewables accounted for 1 third of the net increase in power generation, 

showing the electrical power from renewable sources are increasing rapidly. Meanwhile, 

electrochemical energy storage system is getting fast popularization recently with its merits of high 

energy and power density, moderate operating conditions etc.  

As shown in Figure 1-1, a variety of electrochemical energy storage systems have different 

specialties2. Capacitors acquires highest specific power up to 107 W kg-1, while their specific 

energy are even less than 0.1 W h kg-1 which would be enough for most of the electric appliance 

in people’s daily life. For specific energy point of view, fuel cell holds the highest value among 

these systems since it can directly convert fuel into electrical energy with the oxidizing agent (O2) 

from the air3. However, it has not become the ultimate solution for zero emission vehicle for the 

market because its performance is hindered by the breakthrough of fuel storage material as well as 

its high cost prevents the commercialization4.  
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Figure 1-2 Ragone plot. The ragone plot illustrates the relationship between energy density and power 

density among different energy storage devices. 

Giving consideration to energy and power density, reliability and some other factors, 

lithium-ion battery was pick up by both academia and industry and dramatically transformed 

human life. Owing to its special advantages, lithium-ion battery almost dominates consumer 

electronics like cell phones and laptops, smart portable devices like smart watches, and back up 

electricity storage like UPS (uninterruptable power supply). Furthermore, lithium-ion battery even 

facilitates Electrical Vehicles (EVs) to directly compete the traditional vehicles with Internal 

Combustion Engine (ICE). Nonetheless, the state-of-the art lithium-ion batteries are still far away 

from enough to meet the requirement from the customer and fully replace the gas-powered 

automobiles with the shortage of charging speed and energy per charge5. 
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1.2 Introduction to Lithium-ion Battery 

Li-ion batteries have an unmatchable combination of high energy and power density 

making it the technology of choice for portable electronics, power tools, and hybrid/full electric 

vehicles6. Composed of cathode, anode and electrolyte, lithium-ion battery can discharge energy 

by release electron from anode to cathode via outside circuit, and store energy when being charged. 

The electrode materials are like the reservoir of lithium ion and electron while the electrolyte is 

the medium for lithium ion to transfer between electrodes.  

  

Figure 1-3 Approximate range of average discharge potentials and specific capacity of some of the most 

common (a)intercalation-type cathodes (experimental), (b) conversion type anodes (experimental). 

Cathode and anode are two key components to define the specific energy of the battery, as 

they have their own capacities and potentials. For both cathode and anode, the materials with high 

capacity would be chosen while cathode with higher potential and anode with lower one will 

contribute to a satisfying energy density. Considering cycle stability, cost and some other factors, 

commercialized LIB use lithium iron phosphate as cathode and graphite as anode for a long period 

of time. In recent years, the development of NCM / NCA cathode and Si anode bring about a 

higher energy density and give LIB more possibility and a brighter future.  

Figure 1-3. is a fairly comprehensive form of popular chart which depicts average electrode 

potential against experimentally accessible (for anodes and intercalation cathodes) capacities7. By 
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which, various anode and cathode combinations and their cell voltage, capacity, and energy density 

can easily be evaluated. Moreover, this chart can also help for electrolytes, additives and current 

collectors selection. 

An intercalation cathode is a solid host network to store guest ions. For Li rechargeable 

batteries, Li+ is the guest ion which need to able to be insert and removed from the host network 

reversibly7. The comparatively low storage capacity of most known cathode materials has been 

recognized as a major limiting factor in the overall performance of LI-ion batteries. Many of the 

cathode materials after LiCoO2’s commercialization were still explored and which can be 

classified into two sorts basically8-9. One is layered lithium compounds with close-packed oxygen 

anion lattice which have the merit of higher operating voltage and specific energy than the others 

since they owe highly oxidizing redox-active couples and more compact lattices. The other kind 

of materials facilitate with metals with more open structures, layered or channeled compounds and 

transition metal phosphates with 1D li ion diffusion channels. Although they operate as lower 

voltages, the reduced cost, improved safety and rate capabilities of these materials compound with 

the former ones make them competitive cathode material candidates. In general, oxide systems are 

favored rather than chalcogenides since their overall stability, letting the battery operated at higher 

voltage even up to 4V with nonaqueous system10-13.  

Graphite has been dominating the anode for Li-ion batteries since it was commercialized 

by Sony form 1991. Graphite was selected as anode material for being inexpensive, easy to handle, 

abundant and cycling stably and safe14. Li intercalates into graphite at about 100 mV which is 

enough to prevent Li plating and dendrites production, limiting the possibility for battery short 

circuit and safety issue15. With a theoretical gravimetric capacity of 372 mAh g-1 and volumetric 

capacity of 830 Ah L-1, graphite will react with Li and form LiC6. The insertion and de-insertion 
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of Li into and out of graphite cause a volumetric expansion up to 10% since Li ions occupy space 

between graphene layers16. Much research effort has been devoted on identifying alternative anode 

materials with higher capacity, greater stability under higher rate. The next-generation anode 

materials include alloys like Si, Sn, Ge, redox metal oxides, and carbon allotropes like graphene, 

carbon nanotubes17.  Figure depicts the theoretical gravimetric and volumetric capacities for some 

prospective candidate for next-generation anode elememts18. 

 

Figure 1-4 Theoretical gravimetric and volumetric capacities for selected anode elements. 

Electrolyte plays an essential role in transporting lithium ions between cathode and anode 

materials during the battery operation, but most often overlooked. The reductive decomposition of 

the electrolyte is the main contributor to the formation of SEI. As typical cell voltage for LIBs are 

beyond the water decomposition voltage, organic solvents are always utilized for electrolyte 

solutions. Typical electrolytes consist of organic solvent, and lithium salts.  The most commonly 
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used organic solvents are ethylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) in commercialized 

LIBs and the lithium salts would be lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6), lithium tetrafluoroborate 

(LiBF4) or lithium perchlorate (LiClO4). The ionic conductivity increases with temperature and is 

about 10-2 S cm-1 at room temperature. 

Next generation of LIBs are most likely to facilitate high energy and power density, thus 

operating at higher cell voltage is a must. In this case, extremely active anode and cathode materials 

that can operate over a large potential window would be used. Therefore, protective surfaces on 

these highly reactive materials are essential for the safe operation of these new systems, the 

technological innovation in electrolyte aspect is a necessary step for developing the next generation 

of safe lithium ion batteries19.  

Traditional commercial electrolyte is usually a nonaqueous system consisting of LiPF6 and 

organic carbonate solvent20. Currently, this combination facilitates the best balance on 

electrochemical performance, cost and toxicity. However, it is still far from enough, and the 

instability for both the solvents and salts must be improve in the future.  

To improve electrolyte safety, approaches from the lithium salts and solvents aspect 

include using more stable lithium salts, using Lewis base stabilizer additives, adding electrolyte 

retardant, which helps to reduce the burning risk. Besides, using overcharge additives can suppress 

the continuous increase of overcharge voltage. Adopting nonflammable electrolyte solvents, 

developing aqueous electrolytes can make the electrolyte completely incombustible. Synthesizing 

polymer and solid state electrolytes which will solve the problem of leakage, internal short circuit 

and burning. The key point for electrolyte research is to reduce the flammability without hurting 

its electrochemical performance simultaneously. In general, these methods listed above are 

effective ways to make electrolyte safer although they still have their own drawbacks21.  
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During the transfer of lithium ion, the electron should be blocked to prevent direct chemical 

reaction but electrochemical process. Therefore, microporous separator is another key component 

of LIBs, separating cathode and anode, being ion permeable and electron isolating. The separator 

on commercialized LIBs is made of polymeric membrane, typically polyethylene and 

polypropylene.  
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1.3 Battery Mechanism and Thermodynamics 

First commercialized by Sony in 1991, LIB was widely spread and used by many of the 

electrical appliances. Figure 1-5 depicts the structure and working mechanism of LIBs22. In 

principle, cathode, anode as two working electrodes are connected by electrolyte while separated 

by ionic conductive separator. During discharge process, the lithium in anode was oxidized to 

lithium ion then transfer from anode to cathode via electrolyte, forming stable lithium compound 

at cathode side. Simultaneously, the electron transfer from the outside circuit to form current. The 

opposite process will occur during charge state of LIBs. 

 

Figure 1-5 Schematic of LIB. The negative electrode is a graphitic carbon that holds Li in its layers, whereas 

the positive electrode is a Li-intercalation compound—usually an oxide because of its higher potential—

that often is characterized by a layered structure. Both electrodes are able to reversibly insert and remove 

Li ions from their respective structures. On charging, Li ions are removed or deintercalated from the layered 

oxide compound and intercalated into the graphite layers. The process is reversed on discharge. The 

electrodes are separated by a nonaqueous electrolyte that transports Li ions between the electrodes. 
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Take the first commercialized LIB as an example, LiCoO2 is used as cathode while graphite 

is used as anode material, both of them are Li-intercalation compounds being able to reversibly 

insert and remove Li ion from their respective structures. The overall reactions can be expressed 

as following: 

Li1-xCoO2 + LixC6 → LiCoO2 + 6C (discharging) 

LiCoO2 + 6C → Li1-xCoO2 + LixC6 (charging) 

In anode:  

LixC6 → xLi+ + xe- + 6C (discharging, oxidation and electrons generation) 

xLi+ + xe- + 6C → LixC6 (charging, reduction and electrons consumption) 

In cathode:  

Li1-xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe- → LiCoO2 (discharging, reduction and electron consumption) 

LiCoO2 → Li1-xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe- (charging, oxidation and electron generation) 

 The voltage of the battery depends on both the chemical potential of cathode and anode. 

For the battery made by the above electrodes, as the average chemical potential of LiCoO2 cathode 

is 3.8V and that for graphite is 0.2V, the voltage equals to their difference 3.6V.  

 For rechargeable battery, the reaction should be reversible, which is to say the chemical 

reaction is under ideal equilibrium under extreme small steady state. By calculating Gibbs free 

energy, it will be able to tell if the reaction is spontaneous.  

Δr𝐺 = ΣriΔf𝐺i 

The actual Gibbs free energy also related to the free energy change under standard state by 

relationship:  

Δr𝐺 = ΔrG
o + RTlnQ 

Where Q is the reaction quotient. If we have reversible reaction:  
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aA + bB = cC + dD 

 

 Then the reaction quotient Qr can be calculated as follow: 

Qr = 
[𝐶]𝑐[𝐷]𝑑

[𝐴]𝑎[𝐵]𝑏
 

 The electrochemical potential E associated with the electrochemical reaction is defined as 

the following equation:  

Δr𝐺 = - zFE 

And this equation directly leads to Nernst equation: 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑
0  - 

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
lnQ  

 For a complete electrochemical reaction (full cell), the equation will be: 

𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
0  - 

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
lnQr 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑 is half-cell reduction potential at the temperature of interest, 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑
0  is the standard half-cell reduction potential,  

𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the cell potential (electromotive force) at the temperature of interest, 

𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
0  is the standard cell potential, 

F is the Faraday constant, the number of coulombs per mole of electrons 

R is the universal gas constant: R = 8.314 J K-1 mol-1,  

T is the temperature in Kelvins, 

z is the number of electrons transferred in the cell reaction of half-cell. 

 At equilibrium, the electrochemical potential E = 0 thus the reaction quotient attains the 

special value known as the equilibrium constant: Q = K, therefore,  
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0 = E0 - 
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
lnK 

lnK = 
𝑛𝐹𝐸0

𝑅𝑇
 

.
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1.4 Battery Charge Transfer Kinetics and Polarization 

The charge transfer process for LIBs is to let lithium ion with solvation in electrolyte get 

into the electrode by adopting an electron from where. Taking graphite anode for instance, during 

charge process, lithium charge transfer process can be divided into three procedures as follow.  

1. Solvated lithium ion de-solvation at SEI/electrolyte interface 

2. De-solvated lithium ion transfer to graphite anode through SEI 

3. Lithium ion take part in electrode reaction at anode/SEI interface, accepting electron 

from outside circuit.  

x Li+ + x e- + C6 → LixC6 

The kinetics of Li ion transportation in SEI depends on the property of SEI which consists 

the decomposition product of electrolyte, including organic and inorganic Li compounds23.  

At cathode side, the counter procedure occurs during battery charging that Li ion will de-

insert from cathode material and form a solvated cation in electrolyte, the exact process can be 

described as follow. 

4. Li de-insertion from LiCoO2, become Li+ and e-:  

LiCoO2 → x Li+ + x e- + Li1-xCoO2, 

5. Li+ transfer through cathode/electrolyte interphase 

6. Li+ solvation in electrolyte  

Step 3 and 4, are usually considered as fast steps while the diffusion of Li in the electrode 

material is often the rate limiting steps at ambient temperature. Actually, the rates of each step 

always depend on the temperature, thus the limiting step may change in various cases. For instance, 

research indicates that diffusion in bulk electrode is rate limiting step at 25◦C for graphite or 

MCMB (meso carbon micro beads) materials while the SEI resistance becomes the determining 
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one at low temperature like -30◦C. Moreover, the SEI resistance can be over 27 times higher from 

room temperature to -30◦C, which is mainly caused by high polarization at low temperature24. 

Other researches also explored that batteries with LiNiCoO2 cathodes and MCMB anodes with 

diverse of electrolytes exhibits worse cathode kinetics than anode25. Nevertheless, under low 

temperature, lithium insertion kinetics on MCMB side drops drastically and becomes rate limiting 

step for battery operations, revealing kinetics will vary a lot with the change of temperature and 

even the variation will be different for electrodes26. Although the diffusion of Li in the electrodes 

may change a great deal, it is still the dominating factor in certain cases.  

Denoting as Rct, charge transfer resistance is composed from both de-solvation and 

diffusion in SEI step. According to thermal activated process, Rct can be calculated as follow27. 

1/Rct =  A0𝑒
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇  

where A0, Ea, R and T are frequency factor, activation energy, gas constant and temperature 

respectively. The activation energy of Li charge transfer indicates the energy that a Li ion needs 

to overcome the barrier of crossing the interface between electrolyte and electrode.  

De-solvation of solvated Li+ could be the rate limiting step as the activation energy of Li+ 

transfer process across HOPG electrode and electrolyte interface is considerable. When the HOPG 

electrode is held at 0.4 V or lower vs. Li/Li+ in1M LiClO4 in EC: DEC electrolyte, there is SEI 

formed on HOPG and the solvated Li+ needs to de-solvate to diffuse through SEI and reach the 

electrode before accepting an electron. However, when the HOPG is held at 1.1 V in 1 M 

LiCF3SO3 in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) electrolyte, there is no SEI formed on HOPG, and the 

solvated Li+ can intercalate into graphite directly. The Ea for this process, which involves no de-
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solvation, is only 25 kJ mol−1. This is much lower than an Ea of 53 to 59 kJ mol−1 for the prior 

process, which involves de-solvation because of the existence of the SEI28. 

Li+ transport in SEI could also be the rate limiting step for the battery kinetic. In Li-ion 

batteries, the SEI formed between the graphite anode and the electrolyte allows the repeated 

charge/discharge operation of the batteries achieving long cycle life with little loss of capacity. 

The charge and discharge rates achievable are increasingly limited with decreasing temperature. 

A study of low temperature impedance of Li-ion batteries indicates that the impedance of the cell 

is dominated by the charge transfer resistance, Rct
29. The Rct includes mainly the resistance for the 

de-solvation step and the diffusion of Li+ in SEI. The de-solvation (and solvation) step should 

occur at both the anode and the cathode before a Li+ can intercalate into the electrodes. If the de-

solvation process was the rate limiting step, it should be reasonable to expect the Ea at both the 

anode and cathode should be similar. If they are different, the roles of the SEI and CEI need to be 

considered. 

. 
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1.5 Critical Needs for Next-Generation Battery 

Although lithium-ion batteries are widely used nowadays, a next-generation LIB is still 

urgently needed for the customers from wearable electronics to electrical vehicles. Moreover, for 

better providing their performances with safe operation, a sophisticated battery management 

system (BMS) is crucial. Together with continuously decrease the cost, LIBs can consolidate their 

predominant place in EVs. 

From Beyond its early and modern dominance in the consumer electronics market, LIBs 

were also implemented in the power tool and uninterrupted power supply where some of the new 

LIB cathode technologies such as the spinel LiMn2O4 and olivine LiFePO4 were applied30.  The 

lightweight and compact nature of LCO based LIB appeared to be very attractive compared to 

other battery technologies. However, the ultimate and most exciting market that was ambitious 

even for the LIB, was the electric vehicle (EV) market. 

Today, almost all major car manufacturing companies have at least either one type of 

hybrid vehicle or a full EV (xEV, x = pure and hybrid) on their product line.  The battery is one of 

the most defining features of a xEV, almost all the disadvantages (driving range, charging time, 

cost and safety) of an xEV can be traced to a limitation or problem of its battery technology31.  

While there were other markets for LIBs such as power tools and consumer electronics, 43% of 

all manufactured LIBs in 2016 are represented by demand in the electric vehicle sector (xEV 

including electric busses) and forecasted to be ≈50% in 202532. With such a large percentage of 

the current day LIB market occupied by xEVs, the historical development of LIB was clearly 

intertwined and driven by the design requirements of xEVs. 

Cost and safety issues are two essential factors for EVs. The contribution of cost to the 

commercial failure of the Nissan Altra could be explained by a study of L. Gaines at ANL where 
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she estimated that 150 US$ kWh−1 was the threshold for EV to have competitive pricing compared 

to   internal combustion engines33. Assuming the price of Co was 10 US$ lb−1, it was estimated 

that the material cost alone would be 300 US$ kWh−1 for the Altra, which was already double of 

the targeted 150 US$ kWh−1 33. With even more stringent cost targets made by the US Joint Center 

for Energy Storage Research (100 US$ kWh−1)34, it was clear that next generation LIBs must 

include a significant cost reduction. Achieving a cheaper alternative while maintaining safety was 

significantly more difficult. Recent trending news of xEVs’ battery succumbing to 

fire/explosion35,36 and cell phone batteries37 and are quite reminiscent of Moli Energy’s LMB fire 

in the late 1980s38. While the cost is important, the safety of LIBs was paramount. 

Catastrophic failures of the LIBs were typically the manifestation of phenomena such as 

the formation of dendritic lithium at high charge rates39. This occurred because the overpotential 

generated at higher specific currents lowered the experienced potential of the anode to that of 

favoring Li-ion reduction (i.e., Li-plating). A method to reduce to the chance of Li-plating to was 

to increase the absolute capacity ratios between the anode and cathode (colloquially known as the 

N/P ratio)40. By having an excessive amount of Li-ion storage sites the potential of the anode can 

be kept higher which thermodynamically reduces the chance of Li-plating even when presented 

with a polarization. Beyond this methodology, researchers began looking into higher lithiation 

potential anodes, not to reach the Li-plating potential. Among many this kind of anodes, only 

lithium titanate (LTO), known as “zero-strain” lithium insertion and extraction mechanism, had 

been successfully commercialized into EVs41. Another strategy was the use of a ceramic modified 

separator for its insignificant effect on energy density which have drawn both academic42 and 

commercial interest43. Panasonic cells made for Tesla Inc. are known to implement a separator 

coated by a thin layer of ceramic44. The modified separators are used to increase the puncture 
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strength of the separator, and thereby reduce the chance of internal short-circuiting45. Changes in 

the electrolyte composition to increase the Li transference number could also help by reducing the 

polarization which in turns reduces the favorability of Li-reduction on the anode46, 47.  

Another phenomenon to Li-plating was the problem of overcharging. Increasing the 

charging voltage can meet the demands of high energy density to some extent since more energy 

can be extracted from the cell. However, when the widely used cathode material LiCoO2 is 

overcharged, Co3O4 and O2 will be produced, which will directly lead to a severe exothermic 

combustion of electrolyte, Li and carbonaceous materials48. Meanwhile, this process would also 

be drastically amplified if the charging rate was increased, which was most likely due to the higher 

occurrence of Li-plating. At 1C (Figure 1-6a), the voltage dropped due to a partial internal short 

circuit while the temperature increase to about 90°C and the cell expand volume. When the current 

was increased to 3C (Figure 1-6b) the cell underwent a complete internal short and the temperature 

increased sharply to 300°C. If the heat management system cannot remove the thermal energy 

quickly enough, then there would be a very serious risk of thermal runaway resulting in flaming 

or even explosion48, 49.  

 

Figure 1-6 The relationship between temperature and charging voltage during an overcharge test of a 

LiCoO2 cell at a) 1C and b) 3C. 
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Figure 1-7 Estimated cost of battery packs in 214 US$ kWh-1 from 2005 to 2014 and forecasts to 2030. 

Except safety issue, the cost is also a decisive factor for LIBs’ dominant status in EVs. 

Figure 1-7 depicts the current condition of the cost of EVs and the future goals50. The cumulative 

cost benefits thus far of these new cathode and anode materials can perhaps be summarized in the 

modeled cost of productions by the US Department of Energy (DOE), Vehicle Technologies 

Office. Over a 7-year span, the modelled cost has decreased about 70% to about 268 US$ kWh-1 

(2015)51. However, there are still a large volume of estimates from literature that ranges from 1700 

to 1000 US$ (2014) as summarized in Figure 1-7, there were a number of corroborating optimistic 

estimates claiming about 200 to 400 US$ (2014) kWh-1 50 and 250 US$ kWh-1 in 201552. 

Next generation Li-ion battery technologies with potentially huge cost and performance 

benefits could be the answer to reaching the cost and energy density targets.  Systems such as Li- 
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and Mn-rich cathodes, 5V cathodes, and silicon anode have been extensively researched. 5V 

cathode materials were considered as potential candidate for next-generation LIBs. This class of 

material includes the spinel LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4
 53, inverse spinel LiNiVO4

 54 and olivine LiCoPO4
 55 

among others which all possessed an extremely high discharge voltage profile of higher than 4.5V 

vs. Li/Li+. Another class of material that also employs high voltages is the Li- and Mn-rich (LMR) 

cathode or sometimes known as layer-layered/layered-spinel material. Alloy based anodes such as 

Ge, Sn, and especially Si has recently drawn much renewed attention most likely due to onset of 

research into nanotechnology and all these materials are considered as the next generation of anode 

materials for LIBs56. 

 

Figure 1-8 General strategies for performance enhancement and their rationale: (a) reducing dimensions of 

active materials, (b) formation of composites, (c) doping and functionalization, (d) tuning particle 

morphology, (e) formation of coatings or shells around active materials, (f) modification of electrolyte.  

From material design point of view, a lot of strategies are summarized in Figure 1-8 which 

are also the main directions researcher may pay their efforts toward7.  
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Since the first commercialized LIB by Sony in 1991, LIBs have played essential role in 

revolutionizing consumer electronics and electric vehicles which is indispensable and will 

probably continue in the foreseeable future. From its early lithium metal battery iterations to the 

current thriving LIB industry and now back to lithium metal-based batteries, the evolution of LIB 

has presented itself as a very interesting story driven by commercial demand.  Indices such as 

energy density, cycle life, cost, and safety have very much dictated its evolutionary pathway. To 

ensure the longevity of the xEV market, significant progress must be made in the intrinsic battery 

chemistries of the electrodes.
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1.6 Dissertation Objectives and Scope 

A comprehensive literature research uncovers the energy storage field to me, which is 

prospective, fast developing, but still have many problems as well. For those critical issues needed 

to be solve, the anode material seems to be one of the most important as graphite, the 

commercialized anode for LIBs, is limiting the Li transport rate a great deal. However, many 

candidates for next-generation anodes has been found and proved to be applicable by many of the 

research works.  

In this dissertation, novel types of anode materials for LIBs and SIBs has been developed 

with nano technologies from different points of view. Meanwhile, new strategies on anode material 

design have also been provided and demonstrated with experiments. The Li or Na metal would be 

the anode for LIBs or SIBs in the future, together with the consideration of safety issue, solid state 

electrolyte is attracting lots of research interests. This dissertation also developed solid electrolyte, 

demonstrating its electrochemical performance with sodium metal battery. 

Specifically, the development on anode materials and solid-state electrolyte can be separate 

into four directions: 1. Nano confinement of high theoretical capacity material; we used 

phosphorus and porous carbon to achieve this concept and demonstrated in both Li and Na cell. 2. 

High performance LIB anode design with properly mixing high capacity material and high rate 

material; phosphorus and LTO was taken as research example for concept demonstration. 3. Matrix 

improving stability of high capacity SIB anode; TiO2 as matrix was utilized to help SnO2 to stably 

provide its high capacity. 4. Solid state electrolyte was developed with MOF material and 

copolymer; with demonstrated performance with Na metal anode. The above-mentioned findings 

and development are expected to make some essential impact to energy storage area. 
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2 Chapter2. Well-Dispersed Phosphorus Nanocrystals within Carbon via 

High-Energy Mechanical Milling for High Performance Lithium Storage 

Owing to its abundance and high theoretical capacity, phosphorus has attracted intense 

research interest as anode material for lithium-ion batteries. However, the adaption of phosphorus 

for batteries is still limited by its poor electrochemical performance, which is associated with its 

poor electronic conductivity and large volume change during charging and discharging.  We herein 

report a facile and cost-effective method, which is based on high-energy mechanical milling, for 

the synthesis of phosphorus nanoparticles within carbon matrix as high-performance anode 

materials.  Red phosphorus was readily transformed into orthorhombic black phosphorus at 

ambient temperature and pressure, forming phosphorus nanocrystals homogenously dispersed in 

carbon matrix.  Such composites provide superior electrochemical performance, exhibiting 

reversible capacity of 1000 mAh g−1 after 300 cycles.  Full cells based on such phosphorus-carbon 

composites against LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 cathode offer a capacity retention of 92% after 200 cycles 

at 0.5C. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Due to their high specific energy and long lifespan, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are 

currently serving as the major power sources for electric vehicles. However, the specific energy of 

LIBs has to be further enhanced in response to the requirements of more energy per charge and 

lightweight.  To this end, an anode with high capacity is in urgent need.1-4  Among a wide range 

of anode materials, materials based on alloying-reaction mechanism attract intense attention.  For 

example, silicon and phosphorus possess a theoretical capacity of 4200 mAh g−1 and 2595 mAh 

g−1, respectively, which is several times over graphite.5-6   

Abundantly and stably reserved in nature, phosphorus, particularly, red phosphorus (RP) 

and black phosphorus (BP), is interesting candidate.7-11  RP is safe with a moderate sublimation 

point (420 °C) in air, inexpensive and easy to process.  It generally adopts a polymeric chain-like 

structure.12  On the contrary, the synthesis of BP can be complicated and costly; its graphite-like 

lamellar structure and semiconducting property have rendered various investigations in the field 

of chemistry and physics13.  In spite of the promising virtue of phosphorus, there are still many 

challenges to be overcome before they can be applied in LIBs.14-15  For example, a huge volume 

expansion (~300%) occurs by forming Li3P alloy,16-18 which could result in fast capacity decay 

and short cycling life.19-21 Additionally, RP and BP have a conductivity in the order of 10−14 S 

cm−1 and 10−9 S cm−1, which is unsatisfactory for electrochemical applications. 

To overcome these barriers, many strategies have been carried out. The combination of 

phosphorus with carbon materials is a popular route for improving the electrochemical 

performance.  The large library of carbon materials offers a vast of opportunities for building 

phosphorus-carbon composites with improved conductivity and accommodated volume change.  

For instances, taking advantage of the low sublimation temperature of phosphorus, a sublimation-
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condensation strategy has been applied to transfer RP into porous carbons.22-25  Both rate 

performance and cycle stability were remarkably improved, while it is difficult to load large 

amount of  phosphorus within the carbon scaffolds (e.g., less than 30%).  Another strategy is 

mechanical milling,7, 14, 16, 18, 26  which can reduce the size of phosphorus particles, shortening the 

lithium-ion-diffusion pathways and releasing the stress during cycling.4, 23, 27  The RP/carbon 

composites prepared in this way delivered a high initial capacity of 2651 mAh g−1 with a capacity 

retention of 90% for first 100 cycles.28 Although continuous progresses have been made, the 

preparation of a phosphorus-carbon composite, which combines the merits of high phosphorus 

loading, enhanced structural integrity and excellent stability, is still difficult to achieve. 

Considering that orthorhombic allotrope can be formed by mechanical milling,28 the phosphorus-

carbon composite containing crystalline phosphorus moieties may be fabricated in a single milling 

process, which offers a promising opportunity to solve above-mentioned issues. 

In this work, we herein developed a facile and cost-effective high-energy mechanical 

milling (HEMM) route for phosphorus nanoparticles within porous carbon Ketjen Black (denoted 

as P-KB) as high-performance anode materials for lithium storage.  The commercially available 

red phosphorus can be readily transformed into orthorhombic black phosphorus at ambient 

temperature and pressure.  To the best of our knowledge, this is a pioneering work on the one-step 

synthesis of crystalline phosphorus nanoparticles dispersed within carbon buffering matrix. The 

structure, composition and electrochemical performance were systematically investigated.  

Layered phosphorus nanocrystals are homogenously distributed in carbon buffering matrix, 

forming a robust structure that ensures remarkable electrochemical performance.  A high capacity 

of 1000 mAh g−1 (calculated based on the mass of composite) after 300 cycles can be achieved for 

the phosphorus-carbon composites cycling with Li half-cell.  Within a Li full cell, a capacity 
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retention of 92% after 200 cycles at 0.5C can be successfully obtained. The performance of this 

anode material utilized in Na half-cell were also studied. With a peak capacity more than 600 mAh 

g−1 under a specific current of 1 A g−1, the anode also provides a long lifetime for more than 500 

cycles with retention rate higher than 80%. 
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2.2 Results and Discussions 

The crystallographic information on P-KB composite is collected by x-ray diffraction 

(XRD) as shown in (Figure 2-1a). After the HEMM treatment, several peaks assigned to 

orthorhombic phosphorus (JCPDS No. 47−1626) can be clearly seen in the XRD pattern. In 

comparison, the RP with polymeric chain-like structure displays amorphous nature. It is worth 

noting that the obviously broadened peaks of P-KB composite demonstrate the small crystallite 

size of phosphorus. Raman spectrum of P-KB (Figure 2-1b) shows two distinct peaks at 1313 and 

1590 cm−1, corresponding to D and G band from carbon respectively. The intensity ratio of D/G 

slightly increases comparing with that of bare KB (Figure 2-2), indicating that more carbon with 

sp3 hybridization was created during the HEMM process. Moreover, the enhanced sharpness of 

the carbon peaks over those of original KB indicates an improved separation of sp2 and sp3 

hybridizations. Nevertheless, an apparent 2D band can be observed at 2306 cm−1, which can be 

attributed to the improved order of carbon species such as graphene with a few layers.29 Therefore, 

we deduce from the variation of enhanced D band and 2D band that phosphorus may be partially 

bonded with carbon species to contribute to sp3 hybridization. However, the specific peaks 

assigned to P-C component cannot be well distinguished.30 Instead, the P-O-C bonding can be 

detected, which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 2-1 (a) XRD pattern of P-KB and RP; (b, c) Raman spectra of P-KB; (d) Diagram of different 

vibration modes for crystalline phosphorus. 

 

Figure 2-2 Raman spectra of pure Ketjen Black. 
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The magnified Raman investigation from 200 to 650 cm−1 was implemented (Figure 2-1c). 

The peak of 355 cm−1 can be seen for both P-KB and pristine RP, which reflects the vibration of 

Ag
1 in parallel of b-axis of phosphorus (Figure 2-1d). The vibration is perpendicular to the 

polymeric chain or layer, in good agreement of their symmetry. In addition, we can observe 

remarkably enhanced peaks at 428 and 456 cm−1 comparing with pristine RP. The two peaks can 

be assigned to B2g and Ag
2 in-plane vibration mode of lamellar phosphorus, respectively. The two 

vibrations take place along the a- and c-axis (Figure 2-1d), indicating the extension of phosphorus 

atoms in the lateral direction.31 It is safe to conclude that phosphorus with layered structure can be 

obtained via current synthetic strategy.  

The morphology and structure of P-KB composites were further revealed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as shown in Figure 2-3. 

The size of secondary particles is about 100 to 300 nanometers (Figure 2-3a). Figure 2b shows a 

typical TEM image of P-KB sample, in which the black particles are discernible. Further magnified 

TEM characterization (Figure 2-3c) exhibits small particles with diameter less than 50 nm, 

uniformly distributed in the carbon buffering matrix. Selective area electron diffraction (SAED) 

pattern (inset of Figure 2-3c) demonstrates the polycrystalline feature of the P-KB composites. 

Two diffraction rings of (111) and (220) can be assigned to orthorhombic phosphorus, in good 

agreement with the XRD result. 
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Figure 2-3 Morphology and structure characterizations of P-KB composite. (a) SEM and (b, c) TEM image; 

(d-f) HRTEM image; (g, h) HAADF-STEM image and corresponding elemental mapping of carbon and 

phosphorus. 

High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) was carried out to confirm the crystalline nature of 

selected nanoparticles as shown in Figure 2-3 d-f and Figure 2-4. Figure 2-3d displays a 

phosphorus nanoparticle observed from b-axis indicated by the inset illustration of crystal structure. 

The lattice fringes of 0.22 and 0.20 nm can be calculated, corresponding to the (041) and (022) 

crystal plane, respectively. In Figure 2-3e, a lamellar phosphorus nanocrystal is highlighted, with 

inset of the corresponding crystal structure viewing from a-axis. Two sets of fringes can be seen. 

The one of 0.54 nm is assigned to (020) lattice plane, representing typical layer distance of black 

phosphorus. It is slightly larger than that of the bulk counterpart (0.526 nm),11, 13 which may be 

attributed to the lattice relaxation from small size. The detailed Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
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pattern and histogram of the lattice fringes are presented in Figure 2-4 d-f. A group of lattice fringes 

of 0.21 nm can be discernible from the histogram, reflecting the distance of two adjacent layers of 

phosphorus atoms. Figure 2-3f indicates that the phosphorus nanocrystals in the composite are 

embedded in high-quality carbon buffering matrix with discernible long carbon fringe. High-angle 

annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images as shown 

in Figure 2-3g and h basically indicate the homogeneous elemental distribution of phosphorus and 

carbon, confirming the well-dispersed phosphorus within carbon matrix. No obvious phosphorus 

aggregates are identified, which can be ascribed to the small size of crystallites and the coexistence 

of other chemically bonded phosphorus species.  

 

Figure 2-4 Supplementary structural characterizations of P-KB composite. (a) HRTEM image with two 

different lattice face (022), (041) and corresponding histogram (b) and (c); (d) HRTEM image of typical 

black phosphorus lattice face (020), corresponding detailed Fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern (e) and 

histogram of lattice fringe (f); (g-i) HRTEM images. 
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Figure 2-5 (a) Full N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and (b) pore distribution of KB and P-KB. 

N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms were measured to investigate the specific surface area 

and pore size distribution of the KB and P-KB composites. The quasi type-IV isotherms in Figure 

2-5 reveal that the original KB possesses a BET surface area of 1452.8 m2 g−1; while the as-

synthesized P-KB has a remarkably reduced specific surface area of 13.5 m2 g−1. The 

adsorption/desorption hysteresis for P-KB in the relative pressure range of 0.4-0.8 disappears, 

indicating the loss of mesopores after high-energy mechanical milling. The KB has a large porosity 

with a wide pore distribution in the range from micropores to mesopores. On the contrary, the P-

KB composites only display a low porosity. The different pores of original KB may be inevitably 

destroyed by mechanical crashing or occupied by phosphorus. In order to study the porous 

structure of carbon in composite, we annealed the composites at 450 ℃ for 5 hours (denoted as P-

KB-450). The phosphorus particles without confinement or bonding by carbon will completely 

sublimate thus the pore structure will be exposed. As shown in Figure 2-6, the quasi type-IV 

isotherms are maintained, which is similar with KB. While the BET surface area (101.5 m2 g−1) is 

not as high as KB (1452.8 m2 g−1), but still much higher than that of P-KB (13.5 m2 g−1). As for 

pore size distribution, P-KB-450 has a larger number of small pores (especially those smaller than 

10 nm) than P-KB. These results indicate that the pore structure of KB will not be completely 
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destructed under high energy mechanical milling. As for the comparison of P-KB and P-KB-450, 

both their BET surface area and pore structure are different, which illustrate the filling of pores. 

The results give an in-depth explanation of the structural stability that phosphorus is confined with 

physical or chemical interaction by carbon matrix.  

 

Figure 2-6 (a) Full N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and (b) pore distribution of P-KB and P-KB-450. 

Furthermore, BET result agrees with the TGA analysis that there are two different type of 

phosphorus in the composites. As shown in Figure 2-7, two different evaporation intervals are 

identified. The first weight loss of 40% at around 420 ℃ can be ascribed to the sublimation of 

phosphorus nanoparticles. On the other hand, the following weight loss (30%) at about 700 ℃ 

may be attributed to the carbon confined or chemically bonded phosphorus. 
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Figure 2-7 (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of P-KB composite and red P. Testing process for P-KB 

stays at 900 ℃ for 30 min to make sure the complete sublimation of phosphorus and (b) TGA of P-KB vs. 

Time, confirming the stability after staying 30 min at 900 ℃. 

To reveal the chemical interaction between phosphorus and carbon matrix, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was applied to investigate the bonding in P-KB composite. As 

shown in Figure 2-8, the existence of P-O-C bond was detected in both C1s and P2p scan. This 

bonding may be caused by the oxygen containing functional group in KB. Therefore, phosphorus 

in the composite was physically well-dispersed and chemically bonded by P-O-C. 

 

Figure 2-8 XPS spectra of P-KB composites: full survey (a); fine scan of (b) P2p and (c) C1s. 

The electrochemical performance of the P-KB composite was firstly evaluated by cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) in a half cell with voltage window of 0.1-3 V (vs. Li+/Li), shown in Figure 2-

9a. The overall electrochemical process of Li+ with P host is 3Li+ + P + 3e = Li3P.32 The initial 

cathodic sweep of lithiation process is different from the following cycles. The irreversible and 
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broadened peak at ~1 V can be ascribed to both the activation of electrode materials and the 

formation of solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) layer.33 Nevertheless, P-KB shows a typical and 

consistent cathodic peak at 0.65 V for the 2nd and 3rd cycle, revealing the stable lithiation reaction 

of phosphorus. For the anodic scan, only an integrated peak centered at 1.05 V is shown in the first 

cycle; while another peak at 1.15 V appears in later cycles.34 The behavior correspondingly reflects 

the activation process as well. Two peaks at 1.15 and 1.05 V illustrate the apparent multi-steps of 

lithium extraction within phosphorus. It is worth noting that a certain amount of capacitance can 

be observed at low potential, which is contributed from the carbon.   

Figure 2-9b illustrates galvanostatic charge-discharge profile of P-KB at a specific current 

of 100 mA g−1 (0.01-2 V). The first discharge and charge capacities are calculated to be 1882 mAh 

g–1 and 1449 mAh g–1, respectively. An initial coulombic efficiency (ICE) of 76.4% is achieved. 

In good agreement with the CV results, the inflected voltage profile reflecting different 

electrochemical reaction steps can be resolved. The irreversible capacity loss in the first cycle can 

be attributed to the formation SEI layer. To further probe into the galvanostatic charge-discharge 

profile, the curves under different specific currents are plotted in Figure 2-10. A small hysteresis 

of ∆E can be determined to be 0.37 V at 0.2 A g−1 and 0.5 V at 1 A g−1, showing a low overpotential 

and good conductivity for P-KB composites. As for overpotential, 0.37 V is even lower than the 

mixed composite of black P and graphite.30 The improvement directly contributes to the excellent 

electrochemical performance of the P-KB material led by nanoconfinement of phosphorus.35 
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Figure 2-9 Electrochemical characterizations of P-KB composite. (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves at a scan 

rate of 0.1 mV s−1; (b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profile at a specific current of 100 mA g−1; (c) 

Cycling performance at 1 A g−1 for 400 cycles; (d) Electrochemical impedance spectra of pristine electrode, 

and electrode after 50 and 300 cycles; (e) Rate performance and (f) Cyclic voltammetry curves at different 

scan rates. 
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Figure 2-10 Galvanostatic charge-discharge profile of P-KB under 0.2 and 1 A g−1. 

The cycling performance of P-KB is displayed in Figure 2-9c. The electrode was firstly 

activated at 200 mA g−1 for 5 cycles, with a capacity of about 1450 mAh g−1. The CE swiftly 

increases to 99.3% for the second cycle, revealing a quick process of stabilization. From the 6th 

cycle on, a high specific current of 1 A g−1 was implemented. The discharge and charge capacities 

for the 6th cycle are 1359.3 and 1237.6 mAh g−1, respectively, with a CE of 91.05%.  Following 

that, a consistently high CE over 99.7% can be achieved, demonstrating the high reversibility of 

P-KB composites. The capacity retention for the 100th and 300th cycle is 90% and 80%, 

respectively.  As far as we know, the cycling performance reported in this work is among the-state-

of-art phosphorus-based anode materials as summarized in Table 2-1.  This work firstly reported 

a cycling performance at a large specific current of 1 A g−1 with a capacity (based on composite) 

of about 1000 mAh g−1 after 300 cycles.   

Interface charge transfer properties were studied via electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS). The electrode was cycled under the same condition (200 mA g−1 for first 5 

cycles and 1 A g−1 for the rest). As displayed in Figure 2-9d, each curve from different cycle 

basically consists of a semicircle and a straight tail. The endpoint of the semicircles at high 
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frequency indicate that the electrode almost keeps similar bulk resistance as the cycling goes on. 

However, the diameter of semicircles decreases after repeated electrochemical reactions, 

confirming the enhanced conductivity. This can be attributed to the formation of conductive SEI 

layer and continuous stabilization of electrode.  

The P-KB composite was subjected to further evaluation of rate capability (Figure 2-9e). 

The specific current was gradually increased from 0.4 to 2.4 A g−1. A ladder-like profile can be 

seen. The P-KB composite keeps a capacity of 1160, 1115, 1033, 800, 767, 600 mAh g−1 at specific 

currents of 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 and 2.4 A g−1, respectively. When the specific current was reset 

to 200 mA g−1, the capacity can rebound to ~1100 mAh g−1, indicating that the highly stable P-KB 

composite can maintain the structural integrity at high current.  Accordingly, the CV behavior at 

different scan rates was also tested. The capacitance and peak current increase in proportion to the 

scan rate. Interestingly, the anodic sweep consists two clear peaks under low scan rate; while the 

relative intensity changes as the increasing of scan rate, and finally they merge into almost one 

peak. While it may also indicate that the dominant electrochemical reaction pathway may change 

due to the resistance variation and kinetics at high specific current. But further study is needed for 

scientifically understanding. Comparing with a previously reported research under same scan rate 

at 0.1 mV s−1,9 the intensity ratio of the first anodic peak over the second one is higher in this work, 

implying more efficient electron transfer and faster reaction kinetics.  
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Table 1-1. Performance comparison of recent studies on red P based anode material by ball milling 

strategy. 

Material 
Phosphorus 

content 
Electrochemical performance 

Calculate 

base on 
Ref. 

Amorphous 

RP/Super P 

composite 

70% 
1283 mAh g−1 after 300 cycles 

at 260 mA g−1 in LIBs 
P 9 

BP-carbon 

composite 
70% 

600 mAh g−1 after 100 cycles at 

100 mA g−1 in LIBs (0.78-2.0V) 
Composite 16 

Amorphous 

P/Super P 

composite 

70% 
2300 mAh g−1 after 20 cycles at 

250 mA g−1 in LIBs 
P 28 

BP-Graphite 

composite 
80% 

1849 mAh g−1 after 100 cycles 

at 520 mA g−1 in LIBs 
P 30 

Amorphous 

RP/CNTs 
80% 

998.5 mAh g−1 after 50 cycles at 

130 mA g−1 in LIBs 
P 36 

Amorphous RP-

multi-walled 

CNTs 

70% 
1396.6 mAh g−1 after 50 cycles 

at 50 mA g−1 in LIBs 
Composite 37 

BP/acetylene 

black composite 
80% 

500 mAh g−1 after 150 cycles at 

1.47 A g−1 in LIBs 
P 38 

 

The structural integrity of P-KB after cycling was also revealed.  The morphology of de-

lithiated P-KB at 200 mA g−1 after 10 cycles is presented in Figure 2-11. Despite that the secondary 

particles can maintain their structures; no obvious phosphorus particles are identified as the 

original sample (Figure 2-11a). However, the HRTEM image in Figure 6b clearly reveals the 

existence of small phosphorus crystals. The circled area (with inset of the corresponding histogram) 

indicates a set of (111) lattice fringes. The polycrystalline feature is further proved by SAED 

pattern (Figure 2-11c), in which the diffraction rings are consistent with the standard phosphorus 

crystal structure. The maintainable orthorhombic crystal structure demonstrates the advantage of 
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good reversibility of as-obtained P-KB composite. Meanwhile, the phosphorus component is well-

dispersed without aggregation, showing the robustness of structure. 

 

Figure 2-11 (a) TEM image, (b) HRTEM image and (c) corresponding SAED pattern of P-KB after 10 

cycles at 200 mA g−1. 

With the purpose of practical use, full-cell performance of P-KB composite has also been 

evaluated. LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 was chosen as the cathode material and the cathode content was 

about 20% excessive in capacity. Figure 2-12 and 2-13 illustrate the galvanostatic charge-

discharge properties of full cell. From Figure 2-12a, the cell delivers an initial charge capacity of 

1135 mAh g−1 (based on P-KB) with ICE of 65.6%. The low ICE is comprehensively attributed 

from the irreversible electrochemical reactions from both anode and cathode. An average charge 

plateau of 3.3 V and discharge plateau of 2.65 V is estimated from 2-13a. The capacity gradually 

increases from 787.9 to 801.8 mAh g−1 from the 2nd to 11th cycle, corresponding to a process of 

activation. The capacity retention at 100th, 200th, 300th cycle is 96%, 92% and 80%, respectively. 

An average CE around 99.8% can be achieved, indicating the excellent stability and reversibility 

of P-KB anode.  
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Figure 2-12 Full cell cycling performance with 0.5C specific current (a) with fresh P-KB anode, (b) with 

P-KB anode activated with lithiation and de-lithiation for one cycle versus Li foil. 

For industrial application, ICE is always an essential issue. Thus, the full cell cycling 

performance with activated P-KB electrode was also explored. Same cathode material was used 

with identical fabrication process. The anode, however, was lithiated and de-lithiated for one cycle 

versus Li foil in coin cell before taken out for full cell test. As shown in Figure 2-12, the ICE was 

enhanced drastically from 65.6% to 78.5% with a similar discharge capacity. This is because the 

anode was pre-lithiated and the SEI is already formed during the activation with Li foil, therefore, 

the decomposition of electrolyte will decrease and make less dead Li during the first cycle for full 

cell with lower first charging capacity. Although the retention rate drops down a little for the full 

cell with cycled P-KB anode, from 92.6% to 88.5% at 200th cycle and from 82.8% to 79.6% at 

300th cycle, the capacity for most of cycles are similar. The reason for slightly dropping down can 

be assigned to the higher capacity at first 5 cycles for the cell with cycled P-KB anode.  
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Figure 2-13 Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for full cell cycling test with 0.5C specific current at 1st, 

2nd, 10th cycles (a) with P-KB anode activated with lithiation and de-lithiation for one cycle versus Li foil, 

(b) with fresh P-KB anode. 

Charge-discharge curves for both cells are shown in Figure 2-13. The distinction between 

first charging curves clearly explores the different activation processes for the two cells. The first 

charging plateau for fresh anode cell is around 3.3V, much higher than that of other cycles, while 

for the activated anode cell, the charging plateaus for 1st, 2nd, and 10th cycle are similar around 

3.1V. The higher charging voltage reveals the lower potential of anode lithiation, which 

correspond to the activation process of phosphorus. The ends of charge for these two cells are also 

different. Compared with the discharge curve for P-KB in Figure 2-9b, the flat tail of the curve for 

activated anode cell shows the characteristic of P-KB, which means P-KB is limited in this case. 

As for fresh anode cell, the end of charge is a tilt with higher slope, which is the feature of NCM 

cathode, thus showing a cathode limiting situation. Since the cathode is equally excessive for these 

two cells at the beginning, the amount of cathode Li consumption in the cells are quite different. 

This also indicates the activation processes are the most important distinction for these two cells.   
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Figure 2-14 Full cell cycling performance with 0.2C specific current with P-KB anode activated with 

lithiation and de-lithiation for one cycle versus Li foil. 

The full cell performance at lower specific current was also studied and compared. 0.2C 

was implemented with activated P-KB anode. As shown in Figure 2-14, the ICE was further 

enhanced from 78.5% to 83.5% compared with 0.5C activated anode cell. Furthermore, the 

capacity was improved as well. The capacities for first 50 cycles increase for around 20%, and that 

of 300th cycle for 0.2C cell was around 12% more than 0.5C cell. As for retention rate, the cell 

cycled with 0.2C is not as high as 0.5C cell, dropping from 88.5% to 85.8% at 200th cycle, from 

79.6% to 75.8% at 300th cycle and lower than 70% before 400th cycle. The data reveals that by 

decreasing the specific current, a lower overpotential was obtained thus higher depth of discharge 

(DOD) and state of charge (SOC) can be achieved, which directly means higher capacity, and 

energy density as well. However, higher DOD and SOC also lead the fading in less cycles.  
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Figure 2-15 Half-cell rate performance with P-KB vs Na. The inserted figure is plotted with capacity vs. 

cycle number from the original rate testing data. 

Unlike graphite and silicon which do not have activity to sodium, phosphorus is also an 

alternative anode material for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs). Hence, the performances of P-KB in 

SIBs are also studied. As exhibited in Figure 2-15, the rate performance slightly goes down as the 

specific current increases, the capacity at 0.2 A/g low rate is higher than 800 mAh/g, even at a high 

rate as 1.6 A/g, the capacity can still keep over 500 mAh/g. From the inserted graph, some instable 

parts are shown at around 1 A/g specific current, this phenomenon probably indicates the activation 

is still not enough for this high rate. The instability can also be found in the cycling test (Figure 2-

16) under 1 A/g. For first 200 cycle, the capacity is lower than its peak with vibration. From 200th 

to 400th cycle, its capacity gradually stabilized and keeps its value higher than 600 mAh/g, and 

from 400th cycle, the capacity gradually drops down to 400 mAh/g at around 700th cycle.  
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Figure 2-16 Half-cell cycling performance with P-KB vs Na at 1 A/g. 
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2.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we reported a facile and cost-effective high-energy mechanical milling 

strategy for the preparation of phosphorus nanocrystals within carbon as high-performance anode 

material for lithium storage. Red phosphorus can be readily transformed into orthorhombic black 

phosphorus at ambient temperature and pressure. Layered phosphorus nanocrystals are 

homogenously distributed in the carbon buffering matrix, forming a robust structure. We 

comprehensively analyzed the structure, composition and confirmed the advantages of proposed 

P-KB composites: (1) the well-crystallized phosphorus particles in nature display better 

conductivity and stability, which improves the cyclability; (2) the down-sized phosphorus particles 

to nanoscale provides shortened lithium ion diffusion, facilitating the reaction kinetics; (3) the 

porous carbon matrix can enhance the conductivity and meanwhile buffer volumetric expansion, 

which favorably supports the electron transport and structural integrity. Therefore, a high capacity 

of 1000 mAh g−1 after 300 cycles can be achieved for the phosphorus-carbon composites. Within 

a full cell, a capacity retention of 92% after 200 cycles at 0.5C can be successfully obtained. Taking 

the robust structure, high performance and efficiency of production into consideration, the 

presented synthetic strategy shows great promise for large-scale production of high-performance 

phosphorus-based anode materials. 
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2.4 Experimental Section 

Synthesis of P-KB composites 

Typically, 70% of commercialized red phosphorus and 30% Ketjen Black were sealed in 

the stainless-steel milling jar in Ar. The mass ratio of stainless-steel balls to composites is about 

30:1. For the overheating protection, the milling process was set as intermittently work and rest 

for 10 min, and 24 h in total. The milling speed was 1000 RPM. Heating treatment was carried out 

in OTF-1200X type of tube furnace from MTI Corporation. 

Characterization 

The X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on a Rigaku Miniflex II diffractometer using 

Cu Kα radiation operated at 30 kV and 15 mA. The SEM morphology and energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy of the samples were observed by a field-emission scanning electron microscopy 

(FEI Nova 230) and transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, FEI Tecnai 20). 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q600 SDT, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) was performed 

from 20 to 900 ℃ in an air flow with a heating rate of 10 ℃ min−1. Raman spectra were collected 

with a Renishaw 2000 System. N2 sorption tests were achieved with Micromeritics ASAP 2020 

system. The Nyquist plot were obtained on Solartron SI 1287 type of Electrochemical Impedance 

Spectroscopy (EIS). XPS study was implemented in high-vacuum chamber of AXIS Ultra DLD 

system.  

Electrochemical Measurements 

Half-cell test (P-KB vs. Li). The electrochemical performance was evaluated using CR2032 coin-

type cells. The working electrodes were prepared by mixing active materials, acetylene black and 

polyacrylic acid (PAA) binder in a weight ratio of 70:10:20 in deionized water. The blended slurry 

was then cast onto copper foil and dried at 60 ℃ under vacuum overnight. The resulting film was 
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roll-pressed and punched into the discs with a diameter of 10 mm with a mass loading of 0.65 mg 

cm-2 (for active material only). The half-cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box with Li 

metal foil as the counter and the reference electrode, a Celgard® 2400 membrane and 1 M LiPF6 

in ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC, 1:1 by vol.) with 5 % fluoroethylene carbonate 

(FEC) as the separator and electrolyte, respectively. Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out 

on a Land Battery Test System (Wuhan LAND electronics Co., Ltd., China) between 0.01 and 2 

V versus Li/Li+. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed at different scan rates within the voltage 

range of 0.01-2 V using EC-LAB on a Bio Logic VMP-3 (Bio Logic Science Instruments, Claix, 

France). After cycling, the cells were disassembled in a glovebox and washed with dimethyl 

carbonate and methanol solution to remove residual electrolytes and any other impurities. Then, 

they were dried under ambient temperature for further characterization. 

Full Li-ion Battery. The cathodes were prepared with 80% of commercial LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 

powders (Toda Corporation), 10% carbon black and 10% PVDF in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP). The obtained slurry was then pasted onto Al foil and dried overnight at 90 ℃ in a vacuum 

oven. Mass loading for cathode is about 7.4 mg cm-2 (for active material only). The whole cell 

tests were conducted by using coin cell 2032 type with Celgard® 2400 membrane as separator. The 

electrolyte solution was the same components as mentioned above. The battery was cathode 

limited with a cell balance value (the capacity ratio of negative electrode to the positive electrode) 

of approximately 1.2:1. The cell was cycled between 2.0 and 4.0 V at the specific current of 0.5 C 

(corresponding to 135 mA g−1) based on the weight of cathode materials. 

Half-cell test (P-KB vs. Na). Same materials and fabrication processes with Li half-cell test were 

used in this test. The half-cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box with Na metal foil as 

the counter and the reference electrode, a Celgard® 2400 membrane and 1 M NaPF6 in ethylene 
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carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC, 1:1 by vol.) with 5 % fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) as 

the separator and electrolyte, respectively. Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out on a Land 

Battery Test System (Wuhan LAND electronics Co., Ltd., China) between 0.01 and 2 V versus 

Na/Na+.  
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3 Chapter 3. Improving Lithium-Ion Battery Anode Performance by 

Designing Composite Materials with Synergetic Effect 

Owing to their high theoretical capacities, alloying or conversion type anode materials for 

lithium-ion batteries attracted plenty of interests. However, as the rate performance are given 

increasingly higher priority by customers, those sorts of materials are still not being widely used. 

Meanwhile, some of the spinel type intercalation anode facilitating high rate performance, was 

subjected to their low capacity due to their limited lithiation site. We herein report an effective 

design for new type of anode materials for LIBs which is to introduce synergetic effect into the 

composite anode material. With illumination of the designing idea, experimental example is also 

provided and verifies the design.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) has been commercially used for decades because of their high 

specific energy, long lifespan and decreasing cost1-5. However, as their growing utilization in 

electrical vehicles, the limitation of power has become a severe issue for LIBs. Therefore, LIBs 

with advanced high rate performance is highly desirable. A major challenge for high rate battery 

is the improvement of electrodes, especially anode6-9. As their sluggish intercalation kinetics, the 

commercially used anode graphite will fade rapidly under high specific current. Thus, a high rate 

anode for LIBs is still in urgent need. 

To address this problem, several sorts of strategies have been picked up. Graphite 

exfoliation or decoration were considered as effective ways to enhance ion transport thus improve 

its rate performance whereas the promotion is limited. Spinel lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) is 

a substitution of graphite and retains its capacity under high rates10, 11. Therefore, LTO is another 

commercialized anode for LIBs although the market share is not as large as graphite. 

Undergoing an extremely small expansion and contraction during charge and discharge in 

Li cell, LTO presents a long cycle life12-14. Meanwhile, a high rate performance was facilitated by 

its 3-D network channels15-19. However, LTO has a relatively low capacity of only 175 mAh-1, 

corresponding to a voltage range of 1-2.5V20. Therefore, researches have been done for increase 

its capacity with discharge down to 0V21. The excellent structural stability ensures a negligible 

volume change22, 23. Progress has been made by this methodology while the further enhancement 

is still in urgent need.  

In this work, we herein provide a new strategy to design high-performance composite 

anode materials for lithium-ion battery, giving consideration to both power and energy density 

because of synergetic effect. By this design, two components in the composite anode will have 
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electrochemical interaction with each other thus enhance the anode performance. Introducing 

synergetic effect into this work, no new synthesis process is needed but only material choosing 

and mixing. Taking phosphorus carbon material and LTO as researching example, the 

characterization, electrochemical performances were systematically investigated. Their 

electrochemical interaction facilitates the composite anode a better performance which is higher 

capacity than the weighted average capacity of the two components under high rate and higher 

capacity for de-lithiation under low rate. 
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3.2 Experimental Design and Preliminary Research 

It is always a tradeoff between energy density and power density for commercialized 

lithium-ion battery, mainly because of anode materials since graphite is an essential limit for rate 

performance. However, leading to a high stability and high energy density for LIBs (contributed 

by moderate capacity and low potential vs. Li), graphite is the most widely used anode material 

for commercialized LIBs. Although large amount of research interests has been attracted to 

develop of new type of anodes, energy and power density are difficult to have great enhancement 

for one material.  

Therefore, we came up with the idea to design composite anode to better combining these 

two advantages instead of one material offering both. However, the two components should 

contribute more than their own performance but offer extra benefit. The only way to accomplish 

this goal is to bring in some electrochemical interaction between them, thus they may display more 

than their own performance.  

Basically, one material with high energy density and the other one with high power density 

are needed. From electrochemistry point of view, one should provide high capacity with the other 

facilitating satisfied rate performance. Moreover, these two materials must have different charge-

discharge potential, otherwise they will be charge or discharge in the same time respectively. The 

difference of potential generates their electrochemical interaction while the gap should not be too 

large, only in this way the local overpotential can bring about the interaction then lead to a 

synergetic effect.  
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Figure 3-1 Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve under different specific current for rate performance for 

(a) LTO and (b) P-KB. 

Phosphorus and LTO were chosen for these researches because they can provide high 

capacity and good rate performance respectively. Moreover, their charge and discharge plateaus 

have a small difference. The LTO utilized here is commercialized and the phosphorus material is 

a phosphorus carbon composite, being synthesized and studied in Chapter 2 with its basic 

characterization and electrochemical performance shown. To confirm these properties from 

literature, both of these two materials were tested with a half-cell vs. Li/Li+ as preliminary data for 

this research project. For LTO testing, 0V was chosen as the lower limit of discharging voltage 

because the utilization of LTO is severely subjected to its low capacity and discharge down to 0V 

is the direct way to increase its capacity more than 50%. Furthermore, many research works 

already demonstrated that discharge to 0V will not influence its cycle life a lot. Besides, in this 

study, we need two of the materials to be charged and discharged in the same voltage interval, and 

cover all the plateau voltages, so the lower testing limit was set below 1V, which is the normal 

value when researchers test LTO. The result demonstrates that LTO give excellent rate 

performance by showing a higher retention rate under high specific current and give a low 

overpotential in the meantime. At the high specific current of 1.6 A/g, the capacity that LTO 

provides is about 75% of that under 0.1 A/g, and the deviation of average charging voltage under 
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1.6 A/g and 0.1 A/g is only about 0.15V, although that of discharging is about 0.5V. For 

phosphorus, however, performances are quite different from LTO. Its capacity is as high as 1300 

mAh/g under low rate and even at 1.6 A/g specific current, it can still provide a capacity of 600 

mAh/g. While the capacity drops down a lot with increasing specific current, leading to less than 

50% retention at high rate vs. low rate. In addition, the deviation of average charging voltage at 

high and low rate is about 0.3V, as twice as what is for LTO, indicating phosphorus providing a 

high capacity with unsatisfied rate performance.  

Phosphorus is an alloying type anode material with low electrical conductivity. Limited by 

its sluggish reacting kinetics and electron transfer rate, polarization is always a crucial issue during 

cycling. Thus, we propose that over potential was brought about and increases the local potential 

at charge while decreases it at discharge. For charge process, phosphorus should be oxidized first 

because of the lower redox plateau than LTO (1V vs 1.6V). However, as over potential occurs, the 

local potential may reach the plateau of LTO, which is then involved in charge process. While 

LTO will not stay at oxidized state since the global voltage is still low, which means much 

phosphorus is still at reduced state (LixP, 0<x≤3). Therefore, redox reaction between LixP and 

oxidized LTO will occur, which is LTO electrochemically oxidizing LixP. In this process, LTO 

was charged by local over potential, but then it begins to charge LixP, forming a self-charging 

situation in electrode. In this way, plenty of local charging circuit was made from these two 

different materials by self-charging process between them, which means a synergetic effect 

mitigating over potential thus enhance the rate performance. Since LTO will not get fully charge 

until the global voltage arrive its charging plateau, it is acting as a catalyst during the charge of 

LixP.  
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For the opposite process (discharge), LTO will be lithiated first. When high specific current 

was applied to the electrode, polarization and local overpotential will also occur to LTO as the 

large amount of LTO will not be fully lithiated in a short time under high discharging rate. In this 

case, the local potential would pass LTO’s discharging plateau and reach that of phosphorus, 

involving phosphorus into discharge process. As phosphorus provide much higher lithium storage 

capacity, it would act as Li reservoir in this process and when local overpotential was relieved, the 

discharged phosphorus (LixP) would act as a Li source to discharge LTO. As long as the LTO was 

fully discharged and the global voltage reach the discharge plateau of phosphorus, it would be 

discharged to accomplish the cycle. 
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3.3 Result and Discussion 

For the study of electrochemical properties of the composite, CV was tested at first to 

ensure its electrochemical stability. Figure 3-5 (a) gives the CV curves for the composite electrode 

under the sweeping rates from 0.1 to 0.6 mV s-1. The reduction peak at about 1.5V can be assigned 

to LTO while the one around 0.5V results from phosphorus. For oxidation peaks, two of them 

between 1 to 1.2V are because of phosphorus and the one near 1.6V is for LTO. Moreover, Figure 

3-5 directly compares the CV curves for P-KB and PKB-LTO under 0.1 and 0.2 mV s-1 low 

sweeping rates. From both figures, it is clear that there is no instable reactions from the two 

components of the composite, and the shape of one part of the composite’s CV curve is almost the 

same as the CV curves of the component itself, indicating that the composite system is 

electrochemically stable for mixing and utilization as electrode material.  

 

Figure 3-2 CV curves of (a) PKB-LTO under different canning rate from 0.1 to 0.6 mV s-1 and (b) 

comparison of P-KB and PKB-LTO at 0.1 and 0.2 mV s-1. 

Rate performance was explored with composite electrode and each of the components 

respectively as shown in Figure 3-2. Comparing with the weighted average capacity of two 

components (P-C and LTO respectively), the composite electrode facilitates better lithium storage 
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capability under high specific current. As the combination provide higher capacity than when they 

were separated, there should be an interaction between them which leads the components to 

provide more of their Li storage capability.  

 

Figure 3-3 Rate performance for composite material (PKB-LTO) and weighted average capacity of PKB 

and LTO. 

Under low specific current, the performance of composite electrode is similar as the weight 

average capacity of its components without showing an advancement. To explore the behavior of 

the composite electrode at low rate, we investigated the processes of charge and discharge 

separately. For charge test, slow rate discharge and various rate of charge was implemented, 

opposite testing way was used for discharge test. Figure 3-3 demonstrates that charge and 

discharge behaviors are different for the composite electrode since the charge capacity at high rate 

keeps close to that under low rate, while the discharge capacity drops down a lot when the test was 

under high specific current. This phenomenon reveals why there’s few capacity difference on low 

rate performance in Figure 3-2. As discharge process provides less capacity than charge, it will be 
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the limitation for lithium storage capability even charge process facilitates much higher reaction 

rate. Furthermore, the distinct behaviors indicate various mechanisms of charge and discharge, 

specifically, the interaction between P and LTO. P has lower charging plateau thus it will be 

charged prior than LTO. As P cannot mitigate overpotential well even under low specific current, 

the local potential will increase and reach LTO’s charging plateau. In this way, LTO will be 

involved in charge process before P was fully charged. However, the global voltage is still at the 

charging interval of P, therefore the charged LTO will take part in the charge process of P until P 

was fully charged, and the global voltage increases to LTO’s charging plateau. During the charge 

of P, LTO acts as a Li reservoir, and catalysis  

 

Figure 3-4 Rate performance with various specific current from 0.1A g-1 to 3.2 A g-1. 
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Figure 3-5 (a) Cycling performance of PKB-LTO anode; (b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for 1st, 

2nd and 10th cycle. 

 Figure 3-4 depicts the cycling performance of PKB-LTO composite anode. Testing at a 

high specific current of 1 A g-1, the material can still furnish a Li storage capacity of 400 mAh g-

1. A high cycling stability is also provided with a retention rate of 92% at 500th cycle and all the 

coulombic efficiencies except activation cycles are quite close to 100%. Figure 3-4 (b) shows the 

galvanostatic charge-discharge curves. The 1st and 2nd cycles are activation cycle with low specific 

current at 0.1A g-1. The charge curves of 1st and 2nd are almost coincide, showing a high reversible 

Li storing mechanism. Even when the current went to 10 times higher than the activation cycles, 

the shape of the curve did not change, the capacity only decreased for about 20%, demonstrating 

the material owns a good performance under high cycling rate.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

A new strategy to design high-performance composite anode materials for lithium-ion 

battery has been provided and demonstrated with LTO and phosphorus material. By this design, 

two components in the composite anode was proofed to have electrochemical interaction with each 

other and enhance the anode performance because of synergetic effect. Moreover, no new 

synthesis process is needed but only material choosing and mixing. For the research on phosphorus 

carbon material and LTO as demonstration, the performance of composite material was found to 

be better than the weighted average of the two components. The composite material brings a much 

higher capacity than LTO while facilitates much longer cycle life than phosphorus-based anode 

material.  
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3.5 Experimental Section 

Synthesis of PKB-LTO composites 

The synthesis of P-KB is the same as in Chpt.2, Typically, 70% of commercialized red 

phosphorus and 30% Ketjen Black were sealed in the stainless-steel milling jar in Ar. For PKB-

LTO fabrication, 20% mass ratio of P-KB and 80% mass ratio of commercialized LTO (MTI 

corporation) were mixed as the anode material. 

Electrochemical Measurements 

Half-cell test (PKB-LTO vs. Li). The electrochemical performance was evaluated using CR2032 

coin-type cells. The working electrodes were prepared by mixing active materials, acetylene black 

and PVdF binder in a weight ratio of 70:10:20 in NMP. The blended slurry was then cast onto 

copper foil and dried at 90 ℃ under vacuum overnight. The resulting film was roll-pressed and 

punched into the discs with a diameter of 10 mm with a mass loading of 2 mg cm-2 (for active 

material only). The half-cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box with Li metal foil as 

the counter and the reference electrode, a Celgard® 2400 membrane and 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene 

carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC, 1:1 by vol.) with 5 % fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) as 

the separator and electrolyte, respectively. Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out on a Land 

Battery Test System (Wuhan LAND electronics Co., Ltd., China) between 0.01 and 2.5 V versus 

Li/Li+. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed at different scan rates within the voltage range of 

0.01-2 V using EC-LAB on a Bio Logic VMP-3 (Bio Logic Science Instruments, Claix, France). 

After cycling, the cells were disassembled in a glovebox and washed with dimethyl carbonate and 

methanol solution to remove residual electrolytes and any other impurities. Then, they were dried 

under ambient temperature for further characterization. 
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4 Chapter 4. Enhancing Sodium Storage with Confined High-capacity 

Materials into Porous-TiO2 Matrix 

Thanks to its low cost and abundance of sodium sources, sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are 

prospective next-generation alternative. As a stable anode for SIBs, titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

attracting plenty of research interests. However, as capacity for TiO2 is still far from enough, new 

types of transition metal oxides with conversion kinetic like tin oxide (SnO2) is getting more favor 

for its development even though their kinetics are sluggish with high volume expansion. Here 

SnO2 with high capacity confined in to porous TiO2 matrix, facilitates much higher capacity than 

TiO2 and stable cycling. Porous TiO2 was synthesized from Ti based metal-organic framework 

(MOF). By grinding it with Sn salt together, melting and oxidation, the anode material was 

synthesized. Due to special structure, it facilitates capacity around 250 mAh g-1, being stable for 

more than 300 cycles, 50% higher than pure TiO2. 
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4.1 Introduction  

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have dominated the energy storage market for a long time 

from consumer electronics to electrical vehicles thanks to their high energy density and cycling 

stability.1-3 However, as the source of lithium is limited and uneven distributed, the widely 

utilization of LIBs still have potential risks about its cost and availability.4-6 Therefore, another 

energy storage system with similar performance as LIBs is in urgent need. Sodium-ion batteries, 

with similar energy storage mechanism and natural abundance, are drawing more attentions for 

large scale energy storages.7-12 Yet the larger size of Na+ than Li+ (1.02 Å vs. 0.76 Å), leads to a 

sluggish electrochemical reaction kinetics and severe structure distortion of electrode materials13-

15, brings about an inferior performance. Thus, the essential obstruct for SIBs commercialization 

is the electrode materials especially the anodes with better performances16. 

 The intercalation types of anodes provide cycling stability because the structures of the 

hosts will not be distorted a lot under this mechanism. As tradeoffs, high stability always means 

low capacity. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a typical choice of intercalation anode for the SIBs as 

their reasonable operation voltage, cost, nontoxicity and nature abundance17-20. To mitigate its 

drawback of low capacity, scientists tried to give their investigation to different phases, metal 

doping, carbon coating, nanoarchitecture modification. Progresses has been made to improve the 

Na storage capacity higher than 200 mAh g-1, while subjected to its storage mechanism and 

theoretical capacity, the enhancement made by modification of TiO2 was quite limited.  

To tackle the root of this problem, another point of view came up with utilizing the 

materials with higher theoretical capacity, therefore, materials having higher capacity with 

conversion or alloying mechanisms are also explored by academic researchers. Forming Na15Sn4 

and Na2O, SnO2 is a typical material with high theoretical capacity in this category21-24. Yet a high 
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capacity of sodiation also leads to high volume expansion, more than twice in length with nanowire 

materials. Since the expanded structure, the pores will form during de-sodiation process which 

then raise the electric impedance, which directly leads to a fast fading during cycling25. Strategies 

to prevent volume expansion of tin oxide materials was implemented in researches such as 

producing composite with porous carbon, MWCNT and graphene26-28. These routes are able to 

control the volume expansion of tin oxide at some extent while can only exploit a reasonable 

capacity under very low specific currents.  

Herein, we developed a facile synthesis of nanocomposite architecture of high capacity 

SnO2 confined in porous TiO2 matrix with in-situ carbon coating for high performance sodium 

ion storage. In this way, the volume expansion of SnO2 would be restricted by the TiO2 matrix, 

thus the pores and impedance growing would not occur severely. The porous TiO2 (p-TiO2) was 

derived from Ti based metal-organic framework (MOF) since MOFs are made from carbon 

containing legends with highly porous structure29. Therefore, a matrix material with high vacancy 

and electrical conductivity is able to fabricate. High capacity SnO2
30 was introduced into p-TiO2 

matrix by simply melting Sn salts and oxidation with heating up in air. The structure, composition 

and electrochemical performance were systematically investigated. Keeping similar morphology 

with p-TiO2, Sn- p-TiO2 has its Sn component homogeneously dispersed into the pore of carbon 

coated p-TiO2. The special structure ensures a remarkable electrochemical performance by 

creating such direct effects for sodium storage as follow. 1. The in-situ carbon coating from MOF 

legend highly enhances the conductivity and slacks the overpotential of the composite during 

cycling; 2. The stable p-TiO2 matrix acting as a strong confinement of tin oxide volume expansion, 

enormously improves the stability of SnO2 for Na storage. Therefore, a cycling capacity of around 
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240 mAh g-1 was acquired for more than 300 cycles and this capacity is 50% higher than that of 

p-TiO2, and its cycling stability is much better than SnO2 confined in porous carbon.
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

Mil-125 (Ti) was synthesized by one step hydrothermal reaction, then it was heat treated 

with two steps for pre-carbonization and carbonization at 300 and 700 °C respectively. After these 

processes, the material became black power which was supposed to be carbon coated titanium 

dioxide with porous structure originated from MOF, denoted as p-TiO2-C. As pre-carbonization 

will protect the structure from falling down during carbonization29, p-TiO2-C still shows a similar 

morphology as Mil-125 (Ti). The as synthesized p-TiO2-C was heated to 400°C in air to oxidize 

the carbon component and produce pure p-TiO2. After the oxidation, black powder turns to white 

one, showing most of the carbon was removed.  

 

Figure 4-1 XRD pattern of (a) as synthesized MIL-125 (Ti), (b) p-TiO2-C and (c) p-TiO2. 

Figure 4-1 shows the XRD patterns, the pre-carbonization and carbonization process has 

already transformed the MOF crystal structure to titanium dioxide structure with both anatase and 

rutile phases. Although anatase phase was found to be best candidate when used for SIBs among 

several different phases for titanium dioxide, it is also showing that the grain boundary could help 
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for Na storage, therefore the existence of rutile phase would not be a problem for the application 

in SIBs anode. 700°C was found to be a fit point that can give consideration to both the extent of 

carbonization and amount of anatase TiO2. For the 400°C heat treatment in the air, the crystal 

structure was not changed a lot, both the peak position, intensity and width are similar for p-TiO2-

C and p-TiO2, showing the crystallinity, lattice and crystal size have not changed a lot by this 

process.  

 

Figure 4-2 SEM images of (a) as synthesized MIL-125 (Ti), (b) p-TiO2-C and (c) p-TiO2. 

Figure 4-2 shows that the morphology for p-TiO2-C and p-TiO2 are almost the same, also 

very similar to Mil-125 (Ti) having a shape of round pie with a width from sub-micron to about 2 

micrometer and thickness about half micron. The similar morphologies of p-TiO2-C and Mil-125 

(Ti) indicates the effectiveness of pre-carbonization for protecting the porous structure originated 

from MOF. Moreover, the structure can still be stable even under heat treatment in the air, 

suggested by the similarity of p-TiO2-C and p-TiO2,  
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Figure 4-3 XRD pattern of (a) p-TiO2-C after Sn loading and oxidation; (b) p-TiO2 after Sn loading and 

oxidation. 

 The high capacity anode material SnO2 was loaded into TiO2 matrix by melting Sn salt and 

oxidation. Specifically, SnCl2 was used as its low melting point and being easy to oxidize. 

Furthermore, to ensure liquid SnCl2 can be transfer into the pores of the matrix, capillary was 

chosen to be the driving force, therefore the ampoule tube was utilized to keep high vacuum by 

pump evacuation before sealing and heating. In this way, SnCl2 is supposed to become liquid under 

heating and flow into the pores of TiO2 then the proposed structure can be obtained. XRD patterns 

in Figure 4-3 show SnO2 was successfully synthesized and loaded into the system for both p-TiO2-

C and p-TiO2, denoted as SnO2-pTiO2-C and SnO2-pTiO2 respectively. All the peaks can be 

assigned to either TiO2 or SnO2, indicating no existence of crystalline impurities.  
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Figure 4-4 SEM image of (a) p-TiO2-C; (b) p-TiO2; (c) SnO2-pTiO2-C and (d) SnO2-pTiO2. 

Figure 4-4 displays the morphologies of matrix materials after SnO2 loading. For both of 

them, their morphologies were not changed a lot by the Sn loading processes but still keep the 

round pie shape with similar radial and axial sizes as before Sn loading. Keeping their original 

shape indicates the structures including the porosity and backbones of the matrix were not 

destructed which would empower the stability during SIBs cycling. Phase separation and other 

kinds of morphologies were not found, which demonstrates most of SnO2 should be inside the 

structure of TiO2 matrix. The surface roughness has changed a little which may account for SnO2 

adhering on the surface of matrix, but as the size did not change a lot, the majority of SnO2 can 

still deduced to be in the matrix structure. 
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Figure 4-5 Electrochemical performance of SnO2-pTiO2-C and SnO2-pTiO2 with (a) cycling test under 0.2A 

g-1 specific current and (b) rate test with specific current from 0.1 to 3.2 A g-1. 

As shown in Figure 4-5, the capacity of SnO2-pTiO2-C can provide under 0.2 A g-1 is about 

240 mAh g-1 stably running for more than 300 cycles with a retention rate of 90.5% (capacity of 

300th cycle vs. the highest capacity before), most of the coulombic efficiencies are higher than 

99%. Comparing with the cycling performance of pTiO2-C, the capacity with SnO2 loading was 

improved by about 50% with a similar cycling stability. Another control material was denoted as 

SnO2-C which is fabricated from the same Sn loading process but replace the matrix material from 

p-TiO2-C to porous carbon (commercialized Super P). Although possessing high porosity and 

surface area, Super P does not have hierarchical and stable porous structure with a hard backbone, 

therefore, the capacity can achieve about 400 mAh g-1 under low current activation cycles but 

quickly lower down to about 100 mAh g-1 in 50 cycles. Caused by the large volume expansion and 

shrinking during sodiation and de-sodiation, the structure of SnO2-C was under fast destruction 

although the over potential was mitigated by enhancing electrical conductivity by carbon.  

Rate performance also depicts the advancement made by Sn loading into the TiO2 matrix. 

A capacity about 60 mAh g-1 was added by SnO2 no matter the specific current is as low as 0.1 A 
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g-1 or up to 3.2 A g-1. This means SnO2-pTiO2-C can provide a good performance under high 

specific current as the retention of capacity under high rate vs. low rate is much higher than pTiO2-

C (46.7 vs. 32.1%). After cycling at high rate, the capacities can still come back to its original 

value under low rate, indicating the structure did not destroyed by the high specific current.  

 

Figure 4-6 Cycling performance comparison of SnO2-pTiO2 and SnO2-pTiO2-C. 

Figure 4-6 depicts the comparison of cycle performance for SnO2-pTiO2-C vs. SnO2-pTiO2. 

SnO2-pTiO2-C can keep stable for 300 cycles with a capacity about 240 while SnO2-pTiO2-C can 

only deliver a capacity near 200 for several cycles at the beginning, and a fading after that. From 

120th cycle, the capacity began to oscillate (not because of temperature change as in incubator), 

showing its instability. Since the structural difference for these two materials is w/o the in-situ 

carbon coating from the process of carbonization, the merits result from the carbon are clear to be 

higher stability and capacity.  

From these sets of comparison, it is easy to find that with the special structure of SnO2-

pTiO2-C, high capacity SnO2 was successfully loaded into the matrix of porous TiO2 with in-situ 

carbon coating. SnO2 brings high capacity of the composite, distributing in the pore of TiO2 
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backbone. With the matrix, the volume change of SnO2 during cycling was limited effectively so 

that it can show a stable capacity increase vs. pTiO2-C. Moreover, the coating carbon also brings 

benefit to the composite by improve the electrical conductivity, thus, the overpotential was 

mitigated, then the side reaction would be limited, and the composite can deliver more Na storage 

capacity. 

 

Figure 4-7 CV curves under the sweeping rate from 0.1 to 1 mv s-1 for (a) pTiO2-C; (b) SnO2-pTiO2-C and 

(c) SnO2-C. 

More electrochemical behavior was studied by CV test, showing the results in Figure 4-7. 

The reduction peak of p-TiO2-C is centered at around 0.6V which can be assigned to the reversible 

sodiation of TiO2, and the other peak at around 0V are supposed to be the behavior of conductive 

carbon while the capacity contribution of it can be negligible. The oxidation peak was centered at 

around 0.8V, showing a de-sodiation process at this voltage. Being different with p-TiO2, p-TiO2-

C shows two reduction peaks at some sweeping rate from 0.2 to 0.6 mv s-1, other than the one 

caused by TiO2, the one centered at around 0.2V is SnO2’s sodiation behavior. As the sweeping 

rate increases, the overpotential become higher, therefore two different peaks combined to be a 
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broader one at 0.8 and 1 mv s-1. The peak from carbon is still at the same position with very similar 

shape as in p-TiO2-C. For its de-sodiation process, a broad peak centered at around 0.9V is shown 

for all the sweeping rates. This broad peak covers the behaviors of both TiO2 and SnO2 as their 

oxidation peaks are very close to each other.  

 

Figure 4-8 Determination of the b value using the relationship between the peak current and the scan rate 

for (a) SnO2-pTiO2-C and (b) p-TiO2-C. 

The current (i) in the CV test with the scan rate (v) obeys the power law, as shown in 

Equation (1) and (2). 

i = a*vb                                                               (1) 

log(i) = b*log(v) + loga                                                 (2) 

where a and b are variables. According to equation (2), log(i) vs. log(v) are plotted in Figure 4.8, 

as the slope of the curves represents their b values. In this way the various electrochemical 

processes can be distinguished, including diffusion-controlled (b = 0.5) or capacitance-dominated 

(b = 1)31. For p-TiO2-C, the b value is close to 1 which means almost all the capacity are 

capacitance-dominated. For SnO2-pTiO2-C, although the b value is less than p-TiO2-C, but it is 

also very close to 0.9, which also means the capacity is not limited by diffusion rate.  
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4.3 Conclusion 

 We have demonstrated the design of high capacity SnO2 confined in p-TiO2 matrix 

material for high performance sodium-ion battery anode. Our strategy results in a capacity 50% 

higher than TiO2 with the stability much better than SnO2 material. These benefits were provided 

by the special structure. The backbone of TiO2 matrix facilities the structural stability which also 

helps SnO2 to release more of its Na storage capacity. Not only preventing the structure from 

destruction during cycling, the matrix can limit the volume expansion and keep the voids off as 

well, so that the structure will always be integrated but not increasing the charge transfer resistance. 

We believe that our findings could give some special contribution to composite material design 

for SIBs anode.  

.
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4.4 Experimental Session 

Synthesis of p-TiO2-C composites 

MIL-125(Ti) was synthesized with a mixture of 3.0 g terephthalic acid, 6 ml anhydrous 

methanol, 54 ml anhydrous N,N-dimethylmethanamide (DMF) and 1.56 ml tetra-nbutyl titanate 

(Ti(OC4H9)4) was loaded into a 100 ml autoclave with a Teflon cup and then heated at 150°C for 

72 h. Upon cooling down to room temperature (RT), the resultant white suspension of MIL-125(Ti) 

was filtered and washed with methanol for three times, and then dried under vacuum at RT. 

The as-synthesized MIL-125(Ti) was firstly pre-carbonized at 300°C for 4 h under argon 

(Ar) atmosphere, and then further carbonized by elevating the carbonization temperature to 700°C, 

with a speed of 5°C min-1 and kept at the aim temperature for 2 h under Ar atmosphere. Upon 

naturally cooling down to RT, black powder of porous p-TiO2-C was obtained. 

100 mg of SnCl2 (Sigma) was firstly grinded using a mortar. 60 mg of p-TiO2-C was then 

added and homogeneously grinded with the fine SnCl2 particles for 30 minutes. The mixture was 

then transferred to a glass vial and vacuumized for 30 minutes. The vial was sealed under vacuum 

and treated at 280 °C for 3 h with a heating rate of 20°C min-1. Finally, after cooling down, the 

vial was opened and further heated at 230 °C for 5 h in air with a heating rate of 10 °C min-1. Then 

SnO2-pTiO2-C is synthesized. 

Characterization 

The X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on a EMPYREAN PANalytical system (Cu 

Kα radiation, λ = 1.540598 Å). The SEM morphology and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

of the samples were observed by a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (HITACKI 

SU8010).  

Electrochemical Measurements 
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Half-cell test (SnO2-pTiO2-C vs. Na). The electrochemical performance was evaluated using 

CR2032 coin-type cells. The working electrodes were prepared by mixing active materials, 

acetylene black and PVdF binder in a weight ratio of 70:10:20 in NMP. The blended slurry was 

then cast onto copper foil and dried at 60 ℃ under vacuum overnight. The resulting film was roll-

pressed and punched into the discs with a diameter of 10 mm with a mass loading of 2 mg cm-2 

(for active material only). The half-cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box with Na 

metal foil as the counter and the reference electrode, a glass fiber (Whatman, GF/D) membrane 

and 1 M NaPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DMC, 1:1 by vol.) as the separator 

and electrolyte, respectively. Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out on a Neware Battery Test 

System between 0.01 and 2 V versus Na/Na+. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed at different 

scan rates within the voltage range of 0.01-3 V using EC-LAB on a Bio Logic VMP-3 (Bio Logic 

Science Instruments, Claix, France). 
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5 Chapter 5. MOF-808 Solid Electrolyte for Sodiu-Ion Battery 

 Sodium batteries are alternatives of lithium batteries with similar mechanism and 

performance but much lower cost. For next generation sodium batteries, sodium metal battery 

would be the best choice as the cell operating voltage can be increased a lot thus improves the 

energy density. Raising the instability and safety issue by using sodium metal, solid state 

electrolyte would be the best strategy to solve the problems above mentioned. With the 

development of metal-organic framework (MOF), we developed a solid state electrolyte for 

sodium metal battery. With the study of electrochemical properties, we demonstrates that it is 

enhancing the ion transportaion by anion immobilizing and decreases the overpotential during cell 

cycling. 

.
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5.1 Introduction 

Sodium rechargeable battery, as an alternative for commercialized lithium batteries, is 

attracting concerns from both academia and industry since the abundance and low cost of sodium 

element1-6. Similar as lithium battery, sodium system also suffers from performance limitation and 

safety concerns. With utilization of traditional non-aqueous liquid electrolyte, dendrites are always 

big problem leads to a high risk for flammability. Besides, as both cation and anion are mobile, 

thus an aggregation of anion on cathode can occur and battery performance will be declined by 

concentration polarization accompanied with decomposition of electrolyte. For safety concern, 

organic solvents possess low thermal stability and narrow electrochemical window which will 

potentially lead to safety issue, especially in lithium/sodium metal battery. 

To address the above-mentioned problems in sodium rechargeable battery, electrolyte with 

advanced stability together with immobilizing anions is needed. Metal-organic frameworks 

(MOFs), owing insulative property, high porosity and unsaturated coordination site, is a sort of 

applicable candidate for electrical insulating, cation conducting and anion immobilizing. With this 

point of view, plenty of research and applications have been implemented in lithium or sodium 

metal battery including HKUST-17, MIL-100-Al8-10, UIO-6711. 

We herein report a MOF-based single ion conducting solid state electrolyte for sodium 

metal battery. With the as-synthesized Na6[Zr6(μ3-O)8O(BTC)2(ClO4)6] (808-NaClO4, H3BTC = 

1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid), sodium ion is able to transfer between electrodes via the pores 

in MOF backbone while perchloride will stick onto open metal sites provided by activated MOF 

and get immobilized. Therefore, the sodium transference number will enhance and overpotential 

will decrease. The characterization and electrochemical properties are systematically studied. With 

the special design, the reported solid electrolyte, enhance the transfer number of Na+ for about 30% 
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with its conductivity meeting the requirement of commercialized battery. By bringing down the 

over potential during Na deposition and stripping, delivering a capacity of 75 mAh g-1 under 0.5C 

for sodium titanium phosphate (NTP) / half-cell, this electrolyte shows a high possibility for 

substituting the liquid electrolyte in next-generation Sodium-ion Batteries (SIBs).  

 

.
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5.2 Result and Discussion 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was implemented to study the guest molecular content. 

As shown in Figure 5-1, the TGA result basically depicts four different processes. A rapid weight 

loss from room temperature to about 140°C can be assigned to the non-coordination guest, which 

would be methanol in this case. Methanol was used in solvent exchange process because of its low 

boiling point. From 150°C to 450°C, a plateau comes out with only 10% weight loss for 300°C 

temperature elevation. This procedure results from the running away of coordination guest. The 

difference between these two kinds of guest molecules is if they have coordination bond with the 

open metal sites (OMSs) of MOF-80812-16. As the OMSs needs to be utilized in SIBs, we need to 

figure out the temperature and processing way to remove all the guest molecules. After 450°C, the 

weight loss became sharp again following by the second plateau, which are from the 

decomposition reaction occurs from this temperature, then the legends would be carbonized and 

release some gas phase of hydrocarbon and oxides with different boiling points. Providing similar 

information, the DSC curve also has an inflection point at about 150°C, indicating new type of 

endothermal reaction takes place from this point which would be the decomposition reaction of 

MOF-808. The TGA result also tells the remaining weight at 450°C is 53%, with the 10% weight 

loss from 150°C to 450°C, illustrating the weight of coordination guest molecules is 18.8% of the 

weight of MOF structure after coordination guest removal. Demonstrated by many research works, 

the as-synthesized MOF structure would be [Zr6O4(OH)4(BTC)2(OH)6(H2O)6], and if all the H2O 

molecule has been removed, the structure would become [Zr6O9(BTC)2]. In this case, the weight 

difference will be 11 water molecules which is 17.9% of the weight before removal, close to 18.8%. 

Therefore, TGA result confirms the coordination guests are 11 H2O molecules and the structure 

would be transfer from [Zr6O4(OH)4(BTC)2(OH)6(H2O)6] to [Zr6O9(BTC)2].  
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Figure 5-1 TGA and DSC result of as-synthesized MOF-808 from room temperature to 800°C. 

The electrochemical stability was also studied with CV test from -0.2V to 4V. Taken as 

comparisons, liquid electrolyte 1M NaClO4 in 1:1 mixture (v/v) of ethylene carbonate (EC) and 

dimethyl carbonate (DMC) with glass fiber separator, and HKUST-1 solid electrolyte were also 

test under the same protocol. The result in Figure 5-2 clearly demonstrates the stability of MOF-

808 is similar as the liquid electrolyte in most of the voltage interval and even better than it under 

high voltage at about 4V. Although most of the redox pairs for applicable SIBs are lower than 4V 

nowadays, but a higher operation voltage can still provide more possibilities for the development 

of SIBs electrode materials. As for HKUST-1 which is an easy synthesized and commonly used 

MOF, even exhibits some instability under low voltage because of the Copper. MOF-808 however, 

facilitates high electrochemical stability in large voltage interval because of the high 

electrochemical stability of Zirconium.  
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Figure 5-2 CV tests of sodium battery electrolytes (a) MOF-808 polymer solid electrolyte; (b) NaClO4 in 

EC/DMC liquid electrolyte and (C) HkUST-1 polymer solid electrolyte. 

Then the conductivity has been explored to make sure if it meets the requirement for being 

utilized in commercialized batteries. The electrical conductivities for solid electrolytes are always 

lower than the liquid ones because the ion transportation in liquid is much easier than in solid via 

hopping or some other complex mechanism. The result in Figure 5-3 is showing the impedance is 

about 14.7Ω, with the radius of the Na electrodes (electrodes smaller than electrolyte) and 

thickness of electrolyte, conductivity of electrolyte was calculated to be 6.2*10-4 S cm-1, which is 

a moderate value that can be used in commercialized battery (higher than 10-4 S cm-1), although 

lower than NASICON (typically 3*10-3 S cm-1) and liquid electrolyte (10-2 S cm-1).  
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Figure 5-3 Electrochemical impedance Spectroscopy of MOF-808 polymer solid electrolyte. 

Transference number is an indicator for anion immobilizing thus it was calculated with the 

data from Na cell testing and shown in Figure 5-4. Before the 0.02V voltage from external power 

source was implied to the testing cell, its initial charge transfer resistance R0 was 2610 Ω. The 

initial current I0 was 6.74µA at the beginning of external voltage was implied. After 1800s, the 

polarization current became stable with Iss equals to 6.11µA, in the meantime, the steady state 

resistance Rss became 2488 Ω. With the equation: tLi+ = IssRb
ss(V−I0Rint

0)/(I0Rb
0(V−IssRint

ss)), the 

transference number t(Na+) can be calculated from Io, Ro, Iss, Rss to be 0.4. According to the 

literature reports, the transference numbers for SIBs traditional liquid electrolyte is around 0.25 to 

0.3. The enhancement of anion immobilization was shown directly by increase the number for 

more than 30%, which demonstrates the portion of Li+ charge carrier gets more.  
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Figure 5-4 Transference number testing of MOF-808 polymer electrolyte. Blue dots show the current 

response under 0.02V external voltage and the inserted graph depicts the EIS result before and after external 

voltage implementation. 

To explore the electrochemical performance of MOF-808, we utilized two routes to 

fabricate MOF-electrolyte. One is in-situ membrane formation with PVdF-HFP. In this procedure, 

the block copolymer PVdF-HFP and MOF-808 was dissolved into 1:1 (v/v) mixture of EC/DMC 

with a mass ratio of 3:1to make a homogeneous solution, following by adding NaClO4 into it. 

After two hours, the solution was dripping onto a PTFE plate for membrane formation. Then the 

membrane was cut into a proper size and used for Na cell assembling.  

The performance of Na symmetric cell was tested with MOF-808, with and NaClO4 liquid 

electrolyte as comparisons. Figure 5-5a exhibits the symmetric cell testing result, showing the 

overpotential for MOF-808 is much lower than NaClO4 liquid electrolyte. Specifically, MOF-808 

has its overpotential increases with testing time which gets to about 120mV at 200h. However, for 

NaClO4 liquid electrolyte, the overpotential increase very rapid and gets more than 150mV in less 

than 50h, almost reach 200mV before 200h. This result directly indicates MOF-808 can 
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successfully restrict the overpotential by increasing the ion transport efficiency because of the 

anion immobilization.  

 

Figure 5-5 Electrochemical performances of MOF-808 polymer solid electrolyte. (a) symmetric cell test 

with Na foil as both electrodes; (b) cycling test with commercialized NaVPO4 vs. Na, 0.2C for first 5 cycles 

and 0.5C for all others. 

Half-cell test was implemented with NaVPO4 cathode material and Na foil as two 

electrodes with the solid-state electrolyte. The test started with 5cycles activation at 0.2C specific 

current then 0.5C for all the other cycles. From the result shown in Figure 5-5b, it is easy to 

conclude that MOF-808 electrolyte can deliver a 20% higher capacity than liquid electrolyte, when 

the rate went up to 0.5C, both of them provided similar capacity while the stability of MOF-808 is 

still better than liquid electrolyte. The 30th cycle retention rates are 94.8% for MOF-808 vs. 91.5% 

for liquid electrolyte. With similar trend, liquid electrolyte shows a higher coulombic efficiency 

for first several cycles but as cycling went by, MOF-808 obtained a more stable one, around 97% 

for the rest of cycles.  

The improvement of capacity and specific energy is about 20% under 0.2C low current, 

which is lead by the mitigation of overpotential. The galvanostatic charge-discharge curve at both 

specific currents were shown in Figure 5-6, showing a smaller gap of charge and discharge plateaus 
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for MOF-808 electrolyte than liquid electrolyte. Under 0.2C, the ∆E for MOF-808 electrolyte is 

0.04V, while that of liquid electrolyte is 0.09V. At 0.5C, ∆E for the two kinds of electrolytes are 

0.05 and 0.12V. Both results indicate MOF-808 can lower down the overpotential by improve the 

ion transport with anion immobilization.  

 

Figure 5-6 Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for cycling test.at (a) 0.2C; (b) 0.5C. 

 

  

.
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5.3 Conclusion 

In this study, MOF-808 was chosen to be solid electrolyte material for its high 

electrochemical  stability provided by Zr and high OMS density. With the support by block 

copolymer PVdF-HFP as structural material, MOF-808 provides an enhancement of ion 

transportation in Na cell and gave a transference number about 30% higher than liquid electrolyte, 

thus decreased the cell overpotential, therefore facilitated higher stability and the capacity under 

0.2C specific current. Overall, this work proposes a composite solid-state electrolyte with MOF to 

improve Na+ transfer, electrochemical performance by mitigating overpotential with anion 

immobilization in sodium metal battery.  

.
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5.4 Experimental Session 

Synthesis 

MOF-808 was synthesized as following procedure: ZrCl4 (233 mg, 1.0 mmol), 1,3,5-

benzenetricarboxylic acid (H3BTC, 70.6 mg, 0.236 mmol), formic acid (5.6 mL, 98 mmol), 

and N,N′-dimethylformamide (DMF, 10 mL) were placed in a screw-capped vial and 

ultrasonically dissolved. The mixture was then placed in an oven at 135 °C for 24 h. After the 

mixture was cooled naturally to 30 °C in the oven, the white precipitate (denoted as MOF-808FA) 

was filtered and then extracted with methanol overnight via a Soxhlet extractor. Subsequently, the 

obtained precipitate was dried in a drying oven at 80 °C overnight to obtain MOF-808-OH. MOF-

808-OH was then, vacuum heated at 350°C for 24h, and MOF-808 can be attained.  

Characterization 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q600 SDT, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) was performed 

from 20 to 800 ℃ in an Ar flow with a heating rate of 10 ℃ min−1.  

Electrochemical Measurements 

Half-cell test (P-KB vs. Li). Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out on a Land Battery Test 

System (Wuhan LAND electronics Co., Ltd., China) between 0.01 and 2 V versus Li/Li+. After 

cycling, the cells were disassembled in a glovebox and washed with dimethyl carbonate and 

methanol solution to remove residual electrolytes and any other impurities. Then, they were dried 

under ambient temperature for further characterization. 

Preparation of MOF based electrolyte membranes. Firstly, 144 mg PVDF-HFP was dissolved 

in 5 mL dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and then stirred at 60 oC for 1 h. 336 mg powders of as-

synthesized MOF-808 were homogeneously dispersed in 1 mL EC, and then was added to the 

solution of DMC. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 24 h and then poured on glass 
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to get the self-standing film of PVDF-HFP. The membranes were cut into a desirable size. 

Electrochemical studies. Ionic conductivity was measured using electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) after placing the pellets between two stainless steel blocking contacts in a 

2032-type coin cell. The frequency range was from 106 to 1 Hz and alternating-current (AC) 

amplitude was 100 mV. Ionic conductivity (, S cm–1) was determined by using the end point of 

the semi-circle as the ionic resistivity (R, ohm), thickness (L, cm), and area of the pellet (A, cm2) 

based on  = L/(R×S).  

For cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests, lithium foils were utilized as reference electrodes and 

stainless-steel plates were used as the working/counter electrodes.  The CV of all three samples 

were performed between –0.2 and 4V at 0.5 mV s-1. CV test was performed with EC-LAB on a 

Bio Logic VMP-3 (Bio Logic Science Instruments, Claix, France).  

Lithium ion transference number (tLi+) was measured by combining an AC impedance 

measurement and a potentiostatic polarization measurement using Li/electrolyte/Li cells.  First, an 

AC impedance test (106 to 1 Hz, 20 mV amplitude) was performed to obtain the initial bulk 

resistance (Rb
0) and the interfacial resistance (Rint

0).  The symmetric cell was then subjected to a 

constant DC voltage (V, 20 mV), during which the initial current (I0) was monitored until reaching 

the steady-state current (Iss).  Another AC impedance test was then conducted to obtain the steady 

state bulk resistance (Rb
ss) and the steady state interfacial resistance (Rint

ss).  tLi+ was then calculated 

by the formula:  tLi+ = IssRb
ss(V−I0Rint

0)/(I0Rb
0(V−IssRint

ss)). All impedance measurements were 

conducted on a Solartron1860/1287 electrochemical interface. 

Prototype sodium metal batteries were fabricated by assembling a commercialized 

NaVPO4 cathode and a Na chip into a CR2032 coin cell.  The cathode electrodes were prepared 
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by homogenously blending NaVPO4, acetylene black, and PVDF with a ratio of 7:2:1 in NMP. 

The resulting slurry was uniformly coated on a conductive carbon-coated Al foil and dried in a 

vacuum oven at 90 oC for 12 h.  For the control tests, glass fiber separator and liquid electrolyte 

was used with NaClO4 dissolved in 1:1 (v/v) EC/DMC solvent. All galvanostatic cycling tests 

were carried out on a Land Battery Test System (Wuhan LAND electronics Co., Ltd., China) 

between 2.3 and 3.7 V versus Na/Na+. The specific capacity is calculated based on the active 

materials in the cathode, which corresponds to an areal loading of approximately 1.3 mg cm-2.  1 

C charge/discharge rate here is defined as 110 mA g–1.   
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6 Chapter 6. Couclusion of Dissertation 

In this dissertation, several strategies about developing advanced anode mateirals for LIBs 

and SIBs have been introduced. From the design of composite anode material to solid electrolyte 

preparing for metal anode, the research focus is always the rational design and performance 

improvement of energy storage system from anode point of view.  

High theoretical capacity materials are considered to be prospective for next generation 

electrodes like Si for LIBs, but there are always some severe problems impeding their application. 

As for phosphorus, the 300% volume expansion and low conductivity set the limitation of its 

utilized in LIBs. With the help of conductive porous carbon, phosphorus was successfully 

nanosized and confined into carbon matrix, thus release higher portion of its theoretical capacity 

with providing an excellent cycling stability.  

Enhanced the energy density by increasing capacity, the power density should be another 

essential issue deciding the development of batteries. Therefore, the rate performance needs to be 

improved. High capacity and fast kinetics are tradeoffs in most of the case, which directly made 

us focus on composite materials to combine the benefit from two different kinds of materials, 

providing a performance better than themselves. The concept of designing composite material was 

proposed and demonstrated with phosphorus and LTO composite. We have shown that the 

performance of composite material is much better than the weigh average number of these two 

components, demonstrating our design works well.  

Similar concepts can also be applied in SIBs. TiO2 is has been developed as anode for SIB 

for a long time while restricted by its limited theoretical capacity, it is not widely used now. In the 

meantime, some other material with high theoretical capacity like SnO2 cannot provide a satisfied 

rate performance and stability. Thus, we utilized the porous TiO2 as matrix for loading of SnO2, 
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so as to provide the stability for SnO2 when releasing its high capacity. The composite material 

gives 50% capacity improvement than TiO2 itself and a high stability for 300 cycles.  

Li/Na metal as the next generation anode are also focused. To address their most crucial 

problem, the dendrite, solid state electrolyte has been developed with demonstrated properties in 

Na metal cell. Thanks to the open metal sites (MOS) of MOF material, the anion was immobilized 

which leads to a mitigation of overpotential, resulting in an enhancement of capacity at 0.2C.  

The above works provide new strategies for design and improve the anode material in a 

cost-effective way, the methodology we proposed can also be applied to other electrode design 

and potentially enabling numerous applications. 




